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By Melissa Eichholz
Northern Light News Editor

TOM SIKORA/THE NORTHERN LIGHT

Music major Kris Saebo plays hackysack while awaiting the start of his Kung Fu practice in the Campus Center.

There will not be a strike for members
of the Alaska Community College
Federation of Teachers.
Union officers and University of
Alaska officials worked throughout the _
week in unofficial meetings and ended
with a tentative, three-year agreement.
Details of the agreement are not yet
available, but are subject to the approval
of the 260 members of the union and the
11 members of the Board of Regents.
"We're very optimistic that the details
of the regents guidelines were consistent
with the preferences of the union," Patty
Kastelic said, UA's executive director for
Human Resources.
For now, both sides are working
through the weekend to try to get in writing the language they agreed upon in
meetings.
"The agreement is similar in many
respects to the current contract and also
different in many respects," said union
treasurer Dave Dau, who was part of the
recent talks.
Members of the UA labor relations
team are working to determine what this
tentative agreement will cost the universiSee Union, page 7

Four finalists announced for CAS dean position
By Mary Crego
Northern Light Editor
After more than a year of searching, the field of candidates for the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
has been narrowed to four finalists. Charles Elkins, Ted
Kassier, Douglas Nord and James Thorp will all be on
campus for on-site interviews in the next two weeks.

The finalists were selected from a pool of more than
60 applicants.
"They all have some degree of research experience,
educational background and teaching experience that
was important to the committee," said Barbara Tullis,
faculty services manag~r for Academic Affairs.
Of the four finalists, only Kassier curren.tly teaches
at ·UAA. Kassier came to UAA in 1993 and is currently

chair of the foreign languages department.
"It's always nice to have one of our local folks
selected by a national peer review process," Chancellor
Lee Gorsuch said of Kassier's selection as a finalist.
The dean's position has been filled on an interim
basis by Roberta Morgan since former dean Wayne
Miller resigned last spring.
See Dean, page 8

Merits of tech fee explored
By Jamie Tanner
Northern Light Reporter
Students are concerned about getting
their money's worth if a system-wide computer technology fee proposal is enacted.
"I have no doubt that UAA needs to
improve our computer system, but I still
wonder if I will see the improvements
before I graduate next year," said sociology
student Rachel Getchell. "I want to know if
the lab hours will be open at the right times
and if the upgrades will be worth the
money we have to shell out."
Currently, the UAA student-to-computer ratio for open labs is 99-to-1. There are
122 computers in open labs available for

all students to use, which includes the
Eagle River, Fort Richardson and
Elmendorf sites.
The Board of Regents is considering
implementing a $5-per-credit hour technology fee. The current proposal provides a
$60 cap for the fee and specifies the money
will be used on the campus which charged
the fee. Students would still be required to
pay additional fees for closed departmental
computer labs, classroom labs and mixed
computer labs.
The regents are scheduled to vote on the
fee at their meeting April 17-18 in Juneau.
"The casual students taking just a couple of classes are the ones who will really
See Tech Fee page JO
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Freshman Jason Brooks uses the Campus Center computer lab, one of three
labs on campus available to all students.
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More than candidates
at stake in this election

CUAIN OF C'OMMANJ>

Elections are about making choices.
In this week's USUAA elections.. students have only two choices to
make.
Although 14 people total are running for office, only the Concert
Board race has more seats than candidates. For all the other positions,
.everyone running will be elected.
This makes the second voter decision even more important: whether
to vote at all.
With only one contested seat, it is easy to imagine why students
would chose not to vote.
Political scientists like to use the word "efficacy" to measure voter
behavior in elections. Efficacy is the belief that your vote will make a
difference. With nearly every candidate guaranteed to win, how much
difference would your vote make?
Although it would not determine the outcome of most of the elections, it is important for you to cast a vote.
A vote in this election means you support the principle of student
government. It means you support the principle that students are capable of making decisions affecting this campus. It means you support the
principle that the administration should listen to students.
In the past, student elections have included controversial issues. One
year, the student body approved adding sexual orientation to the university's nondiscrimination clause. Another year, students voted to
improve the library by increasing student fees.
Neither of these student mandates wer~ ever implemented. The university administration chose to ignore the students' vote. The reason:
not enough students participated in the election.
Our money, through taxes and tuition, funds this university. The people who are running in this election have agreed to accept the responsibility for ensuring that money is used to fulfill our needs.
They will spend countless hours battling the administration, the
Board of Regents, the Legislature and often themselves to safeguard
our interests.
The least we can do is show we support them and student participation by voting April 8-9.
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Northern Light staff wins journalism awards
Congratulations to The Northern Light staff, which won two 1997
Alaska Press Club Awards. Former Features Editor Bonnie Doucette
won a first place award for best use of story and photos and Editor
Mary Crego won a third place award for best reporting on a health or
science topic. The award winners were selected by committee of journalists outside the state and presented at the annual Press Club
Banquet April 5.

Correction
Diane Stender was the name of the Blood Bank of Alaska's phlebotomist
who was pictured in the April 1 issue.
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Quote of
the Week

Dr. Parenti, we appreciate
you standing your ground and
holding your" water.

- Chancellor Lee
Gorsuch 's closing
remarks after Michael
Parenti's lecture
regarding the politics
of news media.
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LETTERS T 0 T H E ED I T 0 R
Children's Cabinet seeks all citizens' input
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The 21st century always seemed so far away and
now it is just around the comer. What do we need to do
today to make sure our children will be ready for the
future? How do we need to change what we are presently doing to improve education, health care, public safety
and child care? And how do we accomplish our goals
with the revenues available to pay for these programs?

Opinion
Fran Ulmer
In the State of the Budget address, the governor
asked me to join with the Children's Cabinet to reach
out to the Alaskan people to ask these questions. In the
coming months, we will be criss-crossing our state
holding public forums. We want to report to you about
the changes we have already made in public policy to
directly benefit Alaska's children and families. We also
want to present to you, in person, proposals the administration is introducing this legislative session. Only
with your help can we develop a collective Alaskan
vision for the !Ole of government in the next century.
We want to redesign state government to support
community innovation and creativity. We must reject
treat-the-symptom solutions and programs which are
structured on funding proposals which must report the

situation as worse each succeeding year. This management-by-crisis mentality only deepens the cycle of
dependence on outside solutions to local problems.
With your help we can design a different blueprint for
success.
Communities are not build from the top down, or
from outside in. Each community boasts a unique com. bination of assets upon which to build its future. Alaska
villages, cities and boroughs are really about relationships among people, organizations, businesses and institutions. Many of these partnerships have already found
unique and creative ways to effect positive change.
We need to support and encourage all those Alaska
communities who are on the front line solving their own
problems every day. We need to become barrier busters
at the state level by identifying and breaking down
unnecessary regulations that keep agencies and funding
streams from being used in the most effective and efficient ways by local partnerships. Public policy must
recognize that economic development, safe water, solid
waste disposal and freedom from domestic violence are
every bit as important to the health and well-being of
our children as good schools, quality health care and
early-childhood programs.
The Children's Cabinet's mission seeks to "in partnership with families, ensure that all Alaska children
have opportunities for happy, healthy and productive
. lives." To accomplish this mission, we must invest in

Alaska's future by putting increased emphasis on intervention and prevention strategies to ensure every young
child arrives at our schools healthy and ready to learn.
Schools must be fully equipped with the latest technology and staffed with professionals who recognize that,
while every child learns differently, success is measured in producing responsible, self-sufficient, civicminded young adults.
The Children's Cabinet wants to develop with you
plans for integrated education, health and social service
delivery models which recognize the value of community-based partnering and decision making. Welfare
reform, one-stop career centers, marketing Alaska, the
quality schools initiative, and other state and federal
programs designed to meet the challenges of the next
century will impact each Alaska community differently. Only broad, inclusive partnerships within these
communities will have the knowledge and skills to
design a successful local program.
I hope to see and listen to many Alaskans in the
coming months. For those of you we cannot visit in
person, a full report will be forthcoming with an opportunity for your suggestions. We are eager to continue
our dialogue with you for the sake of Alaska's children.

Fran Ulmer is Lieutenant Governor for the State of
Alaska.

Not a coincidence: uninformed writers politically motivated
Dear Editor,
I was recently made the subject of two
letters to the editor by two different students, neither of which I have any recollection of meeting, nor seeing involved
with USUAA in my two years of experience. Yet they chose to express a distorted perception of certain facts without
asking for clarification from me or bringing their concerns before the USUAA
Assembly. Instead, they decided to
accuse me Clf wasting student fees and
pushing my own personal agenda.

Obviously these individuals have no conception of who I really am or what I do
to try to improve USUAA and our campus.
As a member of the assembly I am a
volunteer, along with everyone-else
including the president. Fpr s9meone to
take their criticism of my efforts as a
volunteer to a public forum without even
so much as seeking to find out the truth
is both negligent and disrespectful.
I would like to believe that the timing
of these letters is merely a coincidence

and that the students in question would
be willing to come and talk to me about
these matters, but the fact is that the
USUAA campaign season is upon us and
I am running for the position of president.
I hope that my fellow students can see
through this thinly veiled guise and I
encourage anyone who wants to know
what I am really all about to stop me in
the hall, call me at 277-4265, or e-mail
meat ASKPT.

Kevin Tritt

Small-scale commitment should be praised, not 'dissed'
Dear Editor,
I am sick and tired of listening to this newspaper harangue the
commitment of UAA students, calling them apathetic and unresponsive. The most recent attack was the April 4 editorial which
stated "The generally apathetic student body of UAA has liyed
down to its reputation again." Psychological studies concerning
self-fulfilling prophesies have concluded students tend to live up
(or down) to the expectations others hold of them. Consistently
labeling us apathetic does not foster a sense of community nor a
willingness to participate in the campus community.
I've often heard people blame this "epidemic" amount of
apathy on the fact that a majority of UAA students are commuter students, being present on campus only for class. Perhaps
it's time we try a new approach concerning UAA and its unique
body of students. Commuter students can actually enrich cam-

pus life. Those of us who find ourselves having to balance the
obligations of full-time jobs and families beside our class work
can offer UAA perspective and balance as well as a wide variety of life and work experience. These potential contributions
should be supported by UAA, and this newspaper, rather than
discouraged.
The traditional image of a college student no longer applies.
We no longer have the luxury of simply being "college students." Many of us are also mothers and fathers, wives and husbands, employees and employers as well as college students.
We all have bu:;y lives and we only have a finite amount of
energy to spend on any given day. Rather than continual dissing, those of us who participate on a smaller scale should be
developed, and our contributions acknowledged.

Brenda Sokolowski

Tritt and Gartland accessible to answer students concerns
Dear Editor,

'

I am writing in response to the two letters to the editor in the last issue of The
Northern Light, questioning different
aspects of Sen. Kevin Tritt and Sen.
Charles Gartland's performance at
USUAA. Aside from genuine concern,
perhaps the upcoming elections in which
both Kevin and Charles are running for
office motivated Shannon Neff and
Jeremy Berg to write such timely complains. Regardless, if genuine concern was
the sole motivator, they obviously

expended little energy in seeking out the
facts. If they wanted answers on how and
why things were done, they need only go
to the office of the Union of Students.
Kevin is always there. He is that committed. If he isn't there, then he's not gone
long and is usually running errands for
student government. If anyone wants to
take issue with him, he is accessible,
approachable and open to debate. You just
need to ask for him. Of course, I may be
biased. Kevin is a very dear and long-time
friend of mine. But in the three years I

have known him he has shown himself to
be honest, hard-working and very dedicated. And though Charles is only a recent
acquaintance, I have been impressed with
the integrity and sincerity that motivates
him to run for office.
Once again, I encourage Shannon and
Jeremy (or any other students with similar
questions) to seek out Kevin and Charles.
You might be pleasantly surprised by their
willingness to address and accommodate
your concerns.
Robbin La Vine

Send your letters to:
Northern Light Newspaper
3211 Providenre Dr. I CC#215
Anchorage, AK 99508

Native students,
not chancellor,
deserve credit
Dear Editor,
We would like people who
have read "UAA and Alaska
Natives" to know what an important mistake our fair cbanceJlor
has made to AJaska Federation of
Natives. "UAA and Alaska
Natives" is an annual report from
Chancellor Lee Gorsuch on the
progress of Alaska Natives in
college, and sent to AFN. He
misled them to believe that UAA
hosted an Honor Potlatch for
retired Elaine Abraham, "Mother
to All Students" and director of
the Alaska Native Studies
Program. UAA had planned nothing for her retirement, despite 20
years of service for Native students. When we, Native Student
Council of UAA, learned the disappointing news, we decided to
remedy the situation. Two
months before her departure, we
decided to honor her with a
Potlatch in respect with her
Tlingit tradition. We funded,
coordinated and hosted the wellattended event with little help
from UAA. If anyone would like
to know how important Ms.
Abraham is to Native higher education, please e-mail Ryan Olson
at asrgo@uaa.alaska.edu.
Gunalcheesh.

Native Student Council of
UAA members Ryan Olson,

Adriene Active, Harriet Beleal,
Patrick Paul, Marvin Parent,
Jack Zayon and Marge Edais
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Atwood chair to return home Faculty senate to vote
By Melissa
Ei~hholz

"I was looking for a goal when I came
up here. I had just reached a milestone
(the Pulitzer) there," Wimmer said. "But
Terry Wimmer, UAA's Atwood Chair
the students have been marvelous. I am
of Journalism, will not return to the unirecharged."
versity next year.
Journalism chair Larry Campbell s.aid
Wimmer said prior obligations have
it didn't take long for Wimmer to find his
forced him to return to his job at the
niche once he flew riorth.
Orange County Register in California.
"He took to the state, he took to the
"If wishes came true, I'd be here," he
department and he took to the students,"
said. "But I made a commitment to the
Campbell said. "We're going to miss
paper and I need to fulfill that commithim."
ment."
Wimmer was born and raised just outThe Atwood Chair of Journalism is
side Princeton, W.Va. Like many children
funded by the family of Robert Atwood,
who's fathers were coal miners, his father
former publisher of the Anchorage Times.
died before Wimmer saw adulthood, and
The purpose of the position is tQ bring a
his mother worked to raise her young
nationally recognized journalist to teach
family on her own.
and lecture at the university.
Beating the odds, Wimmer made it to
Wimmer received a Pulitzer Prize in
college and soon began the first steps of
1996 for a series of 230 stories about ferhis journalism career before graduating
tility fraud which he edited for the
from West Virginia University in 1976.
Register.
He worked at the Bluefield Daily
Since his arrival to Alaska, Wimmer
Telegraph and the Charleston Gazette
has kept busy. In addition to teaching
before moving to the Orange County
three or four classes each semester, he has Register.
given talks on medical ethics to students
Wimmer has also been named the 1997
in the Nursing Department as well as help
Journalism Alumni of the Year at WVU.
out new journalists at Dimond High
He will return to his alma mater in June to
School and UAA's radio station, KRUA.
receive that honor.
For now, Wimmer said
he plans to take much of
the summer off, hiking
and generally seeing as
much of the state as he
can before driving
Outside.
"I want to find a meadow in spring and I want to
just sit there,'' he said.
"Right now, I'm just waiting for the snow to melt."
The search for a new
Atwood chair began last
week. Campbell and
members of a selection
committee plan to submit
letters to winners of the
1997 Pulitzer Prize and
the Radio Television
News Directors
TOM StKORAITHE NORTHERN LIGHT
Association.
This semester Atwood Chair of Journalism Terry
A new Atwood chair
Wimmer is teaching classes in magazine producwill be selected sometime
tion, sports journalism, advanced reporting and
in the summer.
computer-assisted reporting .
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on revised constitution
By Mary
.
Crego
Northern Light. Editor

The Faculty Senate rewrote its
constitution. Twice.
The more than 460 faculty will
vote on which draft to accept this
week. ·
The first draft refines the current
participatory system, where each
faculty member has a vote in the
senate.
The second draft would turn the
Faculty Senate into a representative
body, with only a certain number of
faculty members elected to make
decisions for the entire faculty.
"It is really two completely different constitutions. It gives people
maximum choice," said Barbara
Harville, president of the Faculty
Senate.
Long plagued by poor participation and lack of quorums for meetings, the representative system was
proposed as a way to alleviate those
problems . .
Chancellor Lee Gorsuch, who
regularly attends Faculty Senate
meetings, supported the representative system.
"l really do think it's going to
make a significant difference," he
said.
However, at a meeting April 4,

some faculty members expressed
concern about centralizing the power
of the faculty.
To alleviate "those concerns, Toni
Croft, chair of the Developmental
Education Department, proposed an
amendment which would allow ·
motions by referendum. This would
allow faculty to gather signatures on
a petition to require consideration of
an issue by the Faculty Senate or a
vote of the entire faculty.
"There are times when a legislative body just will not do something
because they don't see it in their
personal interest," Croft said. As
examples, she cited referendums
passed by Alaskan voters concerning
campaign disclosure and reform in
the state Legislature.
George Geistauts supported
allowing referendums brought forth
by the faculty at large.
"It allows the faculty as whole to
take back some power from a senate
gone astray," he said.
The amendment was approved ·
with the stipulation that signatures
of 20 percent of the faculty would
be required for a successful petition.
Harville s_aid ballot counting is
tentatively scheduled for April 14.
She said whichever constitution is
selected they hope to have the new
procedures in place by fall 1997.
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Q&A
By Tara Sexton
Northern Light Assistant News Editor
Mike Burns was recently appointed by
Gov. Tony Knowles to the Board of
Regents. He has lived in Alaska for 12
years and has been with Key Bank for
more than 11 years. He is married and
has four children.

Q. So, what do you think about
being appointed?
A. Well, I think it's very exciting. In
the banking business we're a barometer of
what goes on in the community that we
serve. The bank's performance can never
be better than the communities we operate
in. The long-term health of the communities and the state is vital to us and to business and I think education is absolutely
vital to that long.term health.
Q. Have you had time to research
everything the board deals with?
A. No. Very clearly, no. We had a special meeting last week and we were supposed to have a special meeting yesterday.
I've been barely able to get up to speed on
the issues at those two special meetings.
Our first regular meeting is week after
next in Juneau. I'm going to try to get up
to speed on those issues, but it's going to
take a long time. I have a large carton of
material they've given me.
Q. How did the first meeting go? Did
it give you a feel for how things work?
A. I got a bit of a feel for the process. I
guess a start of a feel for how the regents
interact with the administration and how
the regents interact with the public. We
had some public testimony, some public
. interest, so I think I got to see the regents
acting in both their roles - as I said, both
with the administration and with the public.
Q. Do you know what committees
you're going to be o~ yet?
A. No. I don't. Assignments haven't
been mad~ at this point.
Q. They assign you to committees?
A. Yes. I think we ' ll probably have
some discussion to the areas where I think
I might be most helpful. I wouldn't be
surprised if I ended up on finance, or
something along those lines. I tend to end
up on a lot of committees like that.
Q. Have you gotten up to speed on
the labor relations issues?
A. Actually, I have spent a fair amount
of time. I think it would be presumptuous
of me to say that I'm up to speed. I think
I'm closer to up to speed on that issue
than any of the others. I don't think I'm
fully informed, but almost on a daily basis
we get a briefing on the way things are.
Q. What's your opinion of the problems regarding labor relations?
A. Well, again, I have to preface this.
I'm brand new at this, but I think there's a
terrible squeeze being put on students.
They're the ones who are going to end up
taking the brunt of this. I think it's a terrible injustice. The union has had certain
demands and issues that they're putting
forward. At the same time, the Legislature
is cutting funding. A lot of people say the
regents are put in the middle. I don't think
the regents are put in the middle. I think
the students are put in the middle. I'm
sure it's very confusing. It probably is
going to get more confusing. I hope not. I
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back to the Statehood Act. The land
sity for granted and get into budget cuthope it gets resolved. All of our jobs-grant legislation goes way back. It was
ting time. Cutting the university budget
whether it's the Legislature, whether it's
isn't cutting the budget; it's cutting the
the regents, or whether it's the faculty and frozen at one time. Then there was a
university's budget. It's different than
commitment, I think sometime in the
administration-our job is to provide you
cutting the size of government.
'40s by the Congress, to provide the
with the best education we can.
Territory of Alaska more of the land that
Q. What is your top priority in the
Q. Do you have any possible solunext eight years?
it should have originally gotten under
tions to the problems?
the original land grant thing. That was
A. I guess as almost a follow-up to
A. The best solution I can put forward
frozen by the Statehood Act and the
the previous question, I would like to
at this point - and again with my lack of
Congress took the view that the State of
have the university in a sound financial
experience and really in-depth knowledge
situation, with more resources at its disof the issue right now - is to keep talkAlaska got enough land from the federal
government-as a state it didn't need the posal to help support itself. And it could
ing. They stopped last week, and that's
additional land ... Then I think there was
be valued enough in the Legislature to
never a good sign.
Q. Are you familiar with the technol- the settlement of the Native claims. Up
have the support coming from there. To
until '71, land transfers were frozen. It's
have the kind of support it needs coming
ogy fee proposals that are out there
kind of been one intervening political
from both those directions. Its own self
right now?
support and the support of the governA. At a meeting last night, that was the situation after another. All of a sudden
ment, the legislative process. I'd be real •
it's a 100 years later and Alaska doesn't
first I heard of it. I don't think I heard all
happy if we could have both those ... in
of it, but I think there's several competing have the amount of land that most other
states (have). I believe only the State of
a lot sooner than eight years from now.
proposals arountl. Whether there's a cap,
whether there's a base number of hours
Delaware has less land for land-grant
Q. Is there anything else you'd like
that would not be affected. There's a lot
universities than the State of Alaska ... If to add? Anything you'd like students
of ways the fee might be discussed. I
we could get more land, we might
to know about the Board of Regents?
think just talking with different regents
become more self-supporting. I think
A. You know, just in the three weeks
about it, I think it's very much up in the
one of the most important things the uni- I've been involved I am fascinated- I
air. One is how it's to be structured, the
versity could do for itself is make sure
am a little bit overwhelmed with the
other is how much support there is. Again, our natural constituencies really underamount of time the regents put into this
stand and become advocates of what the
job. The part that's so impressive about
you have to look at that in the context of
university does. The natural constituenthat is the only reason they do it is they
decline in funding.
cies are obviously the students, parents,
really want to have a better university
Q. As far as the budget goes, what
faculty, administration, employers in the
for the students. I think it's ... exhilaratare some of the issues you will be lookstate. All of those groups have to have a
ing into?
ing to see people willing to put that
strong university system. We need to
A. Well, the single most important
amount of time into what can be, maybe,
item on the budget is just what the amount make sure people understand how valua very tedious task. They really believe
able and how important the university is
in it. You get the feel of that very quickof it is. How much will come out of
Juneau. That's going to drive an awful lot
to the State of Alaska. I think we've
ly-the commitment of the other
of issues. The university has been hopeful
maybe slipped off the radar screen. It's
regents. It's pretty exciting to be a part
a flat budget from last year would be
easy to take an institution like a univerof something like that.
coming out of it. That is really a substantial cut to take
into consideration. Just the
cost of doing business, inflation, whatever. A flat budget
is far from that. Now both the
Senate and the House have
different versions of additional cuts on top of that. How ·
we deal with those, where
we deal with them, we have
the issue, not particularly an
issue here ... but a big issue
in Fairbanks, is the deferred
maintenance ... Funding for
the university has been in
decline for a number of
years and maintenance is
easily deferred for awhile.
It's not wise to defer it ...
It's a big problem in the
State of Alaska ...
Q. At your next meeting
in Juneau, are you going to
lobby for the budget?
A. I would anticipate we
would spend some time with
legislators. I don't think the
meeting is until April 17-18.
I hope the budget won't be
cast by then. I hope we'll
have some input. Some of
the regents have been down
there. Several have been
down several times this session already. So, the regents
have had a fair amount of
input, but it's not a very listening Legislature for the
needs of education at this
point.
Q. Do you have any
ideas about how the university can generate money
in light of budget cuts?
A. There's several opportunities. One of them hopefully would come from the
United States Congress.
University of Alaska has
never received its fair share
CHARLES AOAMSONfT'HE NORTHEHN LIGHT
of land under the original
Mike Burns was appointed by Gov. Tony Knowles to UA's Board of Regents in March.
land-grant concept. It goes
He is president and chief executive officer of Key Bank of Alaska.
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Mardl.30
• Whijo off .campu,s, aa -0fficor observed several
~in the shadows of the Lost Abbey. The
~ advised the officer they were waiting for
a ride. When the driver arrived, he saw the officer,
puked the vehicle and took off.running. APD was
aotified and ffiSP08ded.

Apdl2
• UPD was advised the Tampax dispenser located in
the second floor ladies room in the Arts Building
had been damaged. An officer determined the damag.e was caused by an attempted theft. It is

unknown if any products were taken. There was not
a theft of cash from the machine. Damage is estimated at $50.
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Jenkins
drops out
Northern Light Staff
Keith Jenkins has withdrawn from the
USUAA presidential elections because
he said threats were made against him.
In a letter to the chair of the Election
Boitrd, Jenkins said his "physical safety
was jeopardized by another student."
"I do not wish to pursue candidacy for
an elected office with the potential of
physical retaliation looming as a result of
my possibly winning that office," he said
in the letter.
Jenkins would not comment on who
threatened him or in what way. When
asked if he reported the incident, he
would only say the issue was "irrelevant."
Vice presidential ·candidate Charles
Gartland said he met with Jenkins in the
Business Education Building late
Wednesday night and approached
Jenkins about complaints Jenkins made
regarding sm.n e of his campaign posters
being covered up.
Gartland-38id the discussion got
intense, but he never made threats to
Jenkins.
"I was assertive in that I had not
defaced or removed any of his signs,"
Gartland said.
Jenkins did file a complaint with
University Police and Gartland said he
was questioned about the incident. UPD
would not comment on Saturday about
whether the investigation was pending or
closed.
With Jenkin's withdrawal, only Kevin
Tritt remains as a candidate for president
ofUSUAA.
Ca~didate Phyllis Morrell withdrew
two weeks ago. She said she did not
want to draw support away from Je~s·
campaign.
Elections for USUAA president, vice
president, senators, Concert Board and
Media Board will be held April 8-9.
The is also a referendum on the ballot
which would change the USUAA
Constitution.
Polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. both days.
0
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Union
Continued from page I
ty. They will present this information in a
summary of the agreement to the board,
Labor Relations director Jim Johnsen
said.
Officials from both sides hope the
agreement can be voted on during the
next Board of Regents meeting to be held
in Juneau April 17-18. The union members are expected to have their vote
sometime before the board meeting.
A tally for a strike vote was scheduled
for Thursday, but was indefinitely postponed so the two parties could try to
reach an agreement on their own.
Union members have been without a
contract for three years, with union officers and university officials working only
intermittently on a new agreement. Some
of the issues which held up a contract
were salaries, teaching workloads and
benefits.
On March 5, the two parties met with
mediator Rick Oglesby from the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service,
based in Seattle. After four days of talks,
the union declared an impasse and
requested a strike vote.
Oglesby joined the talks on Thursday
and was helpful in the current agreement,
Johnsen said.
On March 31, VA President Jerome
Komisar and statewide Labor Relations
Director Jim Johnsen met in Fairbanks
with union President Ralph McGrath,
Treasurer Dave Dau, negotiator Chuck
Wade and ACCFT member Don Mohr to
begin the current unofficial talks.
Komisar and Johnsen then traveled to
Anchorage to resume talks on Tuesday
and concluded them late Friday afternoon.
Mohr, a UAA history professor, was
key in helping to negotiate a contract during the last negotiations in 1992.
An emergency teleconference was
scheduled with the Board of Regents on
Friday to discuss these agreements. The
meeting was closed to the public.
On Saturday, members of the union
met to discuss some of the events of the
week, also in a closed meeting. Dau said
the specific details of the agreement were
not going to be discussed.
Both sides say they believe this agree. ment is one which will pass the test when
it comes time for the final voting.
"Members of the ACCFT are a vital
part of the university and we want them
to be happy and productive. I think this
agreement will do that," said regent
Chancy Croft. "We hope its a done deal."
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or fast relief from the nagging ache.of taxes,

we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs

are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

as retirement income, the money you don't send
to Washington can work even harder for you.
What else do SRAs offer? A full range of

additional assets - money that can help make the

investment choices and the financial expertise

difference between living and living ...,,//after

of TIAA-CREF -America's largest retirement

your working years are over.

organization:

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted

To find out more, stop by your benefits office

from your salary on a pretax basis, so you pay

or give us a call at 1800 842-2888. We'll show

less in taxes now. And since earnings on your

you how SRAs can lower y1111r taxes.

SRAs are also tax deferred until you receive them

Do it today-it couldn:t hurt.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
LAURA GIBB-STONE/THE NORTHERN LIGHT

Associate Vice Chancellor Doug
Hammer responds to student concerns
about the ACCFT negotiations at a
forum sponsored by USUAA April 20.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.""
•Based on assels under management
CREF cc:rtif'icatcs arc: distributed bv TIAA-CREF lnJindu.tl anJ Instlfuttonal Suvices. Inc For more complc:tc: 1nformat1on, indu<ling charges anJ u~nsc:s.
..:all I 800 842-2 733. ut- 5509. ior a curn~nt CREF prospc1.:tus. RraJ 1hc prospectus carefully before you invcst or ~nd money. Date of fir§t use: 2197
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Deans

News Briefs

Continued from page 1
The dean's job involves managing
the budget and curriculum, working
with departments to promote their various programs, reviewing workloads,
representing the needs of CAS to the .
administration and making recommendations for hiring, promotion and tenure
of faculty.
The four finalists come from distinct
academic backgrounds. Elkins teaches
English, Kassier specializes in foreign
languages, Nord has a political science
. background and Thorp is a biologist.
A brief summary of each candidate
follows.

Charles Elkins
Elkins received his doctorate from
Southern ·Illinois University,
Carbondale. He has been employed at
various teaching and administrative
positions at Florida International
University since 1972.

Ted Kassier
Princeton University presented
Kassier with his doctorate in 1972.
Since that time, he has been employed
by various universities, including
Vassar College and the University of
Texas at San Antonio. He has administered foreign language departments and
organized foreign study programs in

Douglas Nord
Nord received a doctorate in political
science from Duke University. His
teaching experience includes universities in the United States, Canada and
Ru5sia. Nord is currently involved in
research at the British Columbia Center
for International Education in
Vancouver.

James Thorp
Thorp received his doctorate from
North Carolina State University. His
research specialty is large river ecosystems and he has received numerous
grants to conduct field research. In addition, he has taught biology and ecology
at Cornell University, Fordham
University and the University of
Louisville.
For more information, the resumes of ·
each candidate are on file in the
Academic Affairs Office, Consortium
Library and the deans' and directors'
offices.
An open forum with students, faculty
and staff is scheduled during each candidate's visit to campus. Elkins will be
available Monday, April 7 in Room 204
of the Administration Building from 2-3
p.m. A forum with Kassier will be held
in the same time and location on
Thursday, April 10. The schedules for
Nord and TMrp's visits have not been
released yet.

UAA student leaders honored
Northern Light Staff
The 1997 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" will include
the names of 18 students from UAA
who have been selected as national outstanding leaders.
Campus nominating committees and
editors of the annual directory have
included the name of these students
based on their·academic achievement,
service to the community, leadership in
extracurricular activities and potential
for success.
These students join an elite group

selected from more than 1,900 institutions of higher learning in all 50 states,
the District of Columbia and several
foreign nations.
Students named this year from UAA
are:
Nicole Asaro, Chrystel Bankhead,
Ruth Bogart, Karlene GreenewaltBrown, Lavynya Croitoru, William
Dwyer, Glavan Glavin, Alain Goris,
Robin Harter, Sven Holmquist, Alvin
Holsey, Mi Po Joo, Tzu Ching Liu,
Michael Murphy, Teresa Reel, Edith
Sowe, Elena Tkacheva, and Mary
Weiss.

Student meal tickets to expire soon
By Tara Sexton
Northern Light Assistant News Editor
Students with meal tickets will not
have a place to redeem them soon.
The Foodservice Auxiliary
Department will close down for good

ENROLL TO TAKE
A SUMMER COURSE
Two five-week sessions and one ten week
session are offered this summer.
May 27 -August 9, 1997
Summer Sessions Office
UnlnrtllJ' of Ala1ka Anchorage
3211 Providence Drive
Anchor1ge, AK

For more information call 786-6740

May 2. After that time, students who
purchased tickets to spend at the
Campus Center cafeteria and the
Cuddy Center, both of which are serviced by the department, will be out
of luck.
"There won't be anyone here to
honor the coupons," said Tim
Doebler, director of the Foodservice
Auxiliary Department. "The new contractor doesn't have to honor
coupons."
Doebler said unused tickets can be
returned for a refund at either the
Cuddy Ce.nter or Campus Center cafeteria before May 2.
The Culinary Arts program will
still offer fine dining in the Cuddy
Center and Subway will still operate
in the Campus Center, but neither of
them will accept meal tickets.
Cafeteria services on campus will
be contracted out, but bids are still ·
being considered. Doebler said the
change is due, in part, to the opening
of a large cafeteria, which will be part
of the new student housing complex,
in 1998.
"The university is becoming a
more residential campus. It needs a
different kind of food service to
accommodate that," he said.
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PBS budget faces cuts
By Melissa Eichholz
Northern Light News Editor
The possibility of a cut in funding the state's
operating budget for the local Public
Broadcasting Station may not hurt UAA's distance education now, but may slow down future
projects.
UAA has a contract with the local PBS station, KAKM, for the delivery of its many distance education courses. Even if funding for
KAKM and other public communication services is eliminated or reduced, the current level
of service for the universtiy will continue, said
General Manager Susan Reed .
Plans for expanding the distance-delivery service and using KAKM as a partner in the
process, however, may be delayed.
Distance education director John Stamper
said his department is looking into partnerships
with KAKM and local cable companies to bring
about on-demand course programs, and without
funding, these things may be delayed.
"We'll find alternatives," Stamper said.
"(But) everyone needs to be concerned about
those kinds of budget cuts. Some cuts are hard

TOM SIKORA/THE NORTHERN LIGHT

John Stamper, director of Distance Education Services,
discusses upcoming plans with distance education specialist Kim Stanford .
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to recover from."
Sen. Randy Phillips said sfate legislators have
set out to cut the budget by $60 million.
Deciding on where to make those cuts is just a
matter of setting priorities. ·
"We only have so much money to work
with," he said. "The basic question is, 'Is this a
function of government?' I think most people
will say it's not."
Examples of government operations are education, roads and prisons, he said.
Public hearings on these proposed cuts were
scheduled for Saturday and Phillips said a
debate and a vote should happen within the next
two weeks, and lawmakers will decide just how
much will be cut.
Phillips said the main focus for cuts will be
toward public broadcasting, probably leaving
public radio untouched because populations in
the bush rely so heavily on this service.
KAKM reaches roughly 60 percent of the
Alaskan population. The funds that may be cut
equal only about 7 percent of the station's total
budget. The station currently recieves more than
$1 million in state appropriations and $800,000
from state grants.
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Alright, Enrollment Services is still looking for student volunteers for Freshman
Early Admit. We need people to help us encourage the new freshman to place the
UAA window decal in the cars for next fall! Students, this is your call to action! Call
786-4836 today!
Here are the weekly winners in the Great UAA Window Decal Giveaway.
Congratulations! To claim your prize call Enrollment Services at 786-1529. You must
have your current vehicle registration to collect your winnings.
Still not stuck on UAA? We will have more prizes to give out in the 1997 spring
semester. If you have not yet received your window decal, drop by Enrollment
Services and pick one up.

• •

FACTORY. INC.
H0me ef the @ri9in~I A18sk8n Bsgel
·······~

14~

We8t

~4th

Avenue

~·······

No purchase nec.Hary. UAA window tlickera are avali.bt9 at Enrollment S...vk:H during f9S!ULpr butlntu houre. lknit OM per
person. Prize• wilt be given away during Spring 97 Hmnler. Ru5" and regulaUon1 are avaiWM • Enrollment S.rvicn by personal
r•qu•I. 24 hour• notk:e is required. Prlzn hold no cath valu•. Winners will be announc~ in the Northern Ltghl e1eh Tuaedlly during
the Spring 17 ..meeter. UM .. an EO/AA Employef and Educetionll lnllitution.
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Tech Fee
Continued from page 1
be hit harder from this fee. Their computer use may be significantly le& than

a degree-seeking student," said Doug
Hammer, ~istant vice chancellor of
conµnunication and technology development.
To gage student opinion on the fees,
·the USUAA assembly has developed a
computer technology
voice mail survey.
The assembly will
use the results to represent the student
body opinion of the
fee proposal, said
USUAA Sen. Kevin
Tritt. Re$Ulls of the
voice mail survey
should be tabulated at the end of next

improve off-campus dial-up access,
connect student housing to the Ethernet
and expand training and support for faculty.
"Tbere has not been much input
about the technology fee other than the
initial input of the committee supporting the fee," said Bill Rose, vice chancellor of administrative setvices.
Rose said meeting the computer
technology needs of students with limited university resources requires a multifaceted approach such as this proposed

fee.

Lab consultant
Qllley Morrow
agrees more funding
is needed.
"Right now we
are pushing the limits
of what we can do
with the fundin~ we
have," Morrow said.
Morrow said the library's open lab has
week.
Internet access but not enough power to
The assembly is considering a prorun newer computers.
posal which would require fonnation of
"Even if we did get the much needed
a board of students Jo decide how the
new software, our oomputers are too
money should be spent if the fee is
slow to run it," Morrow said.
Students in the Jab oomplained the
enacted, Tritt said.
Hammer said there 'is definitely
Netscape program always bas probenough concern about the proposed use lems. Psychology student James
of the fees for the Board o( Regents to
Deitrich said he hates to even bother
consider alternatives for fee use and stu- with the system, bl!t has rio choice
because the Campus Center Jab is
dent charges.
The current proposal for spending
always busy and the LRC lab bas no
the fees was developed by a nine-mem- Internet access at all.
ber committee. The committee, which
Students interested in participating
contained two students, proposed the
in USUAA's voice mail survey can call
fees be spent to improve existing labs,
786-4688. The Board of Regents is also
expand lab and consultant hours,
still accepting student input.

Dzd you know
pne 3znznq

Adjuncts await decisiori
on union bargaining
Some full-time faculty receive more
than $100,000 a year plus benefits.
Northern Light News Editor
Adjuncts are employed by the university
on a semester-by-semester basis to
The adjunct faculty had their day in
teach
courses when full-time faculty are
court.
not
availalbe.
They do not receive beneNow, they're waiting on a decision
fits
or
tuition
waivers,
nor do they have
from the Alaska State Labor Relations
a
retirement
plan.
Full-time
faculty and
Agency Board about whether or not they
staff receive these upon being hired ..
are an appropriate bargaining unit.
Key issues with
Union organizers
most
adjunct faculhad hearings for
ty
are
wages, benetwo days last week
"I plan my life around think· fits and the right to
with the Alaska
Ing I'll have this job. If (the
participate in
Labor Relations
departmental deciuniversity) doesn't want to
Agency, making
sions. But perhaps
their case on the
use me for some reason; I'd
the most important
legitimacy of their
like to know ahead of
thing to most
attempt to form a
adjuncts is knowing
time."
union.
_ Steve Levi, if they have a job
"We're trying to
UAA History Professor after the semester is
show the adjunct
over, UAA history
faculty are employProfessor Steve
ees of the university
Levi said at the
and are entitled
hearings. Levi is organizing the union
under state laws to form a union," said
attorney James Gasper, who is represent- effort.
"I plan my life around thinking I'll
ing the adjuncts.
University representatives were at the have this job," he said. "If (the university) doesn't want to use me for some reahearings to dispute that union claim.
son, I'd like to know ahead of time."
"The university position was there is
A decision about whether the adjunct
a great disparity among the adjunct facfaculty is an appropriate bargainin8 unit
ulty in many degrees," said attorney
is expected within the month.
James Juliussen, who represents UA.
"It's hard to get a clear definition of an
adjunct."
The definition of an adjunct varies
with the campus department, he said.
"Some of those cases, not even have
a college degree is required to come in
and teach," Juliussen said, citing examples from the vocational and community
education departments where adjuncts
are only required to have life experience
to teach a course.
"We're holding those people (without
college degrees) with people who hold
masters and doctorate degrees," be said.
According to 1996 UAA's
Institutional Research statistics, adjunct
faculty taught about 40 percent of the
course load, or nearly 80,000 of student
credit hours.
TOM SIKORAITH£ NORTHERN LIGHT
Adjuncts earn up to $2,000 per
semester for each class they teach and
Adjunct Steve Levi is organizing the
haven't had a pay raise since 1980.
unionization effort.

By Melissa Eichholz

Tax time draws near
By Jason Rand
Northern Light Reporter

]ozn us

fOR

Lunch!

ar rbe Lucy Cuooy Dznznq Room
En;oy a QUieT eLeqanT armospheRe,
ar pRzce's you can affORO.
ConszOeR ChzLLeo Chicken RouLaoe fOR $8.25
oR GJ<zLLeo ShJ<zmp wzrh PJ<oaurro fO~ $3. 95
Locared inside rhe Cuddy CenreR CafeTeRia
Open Moday ThRU ThURSday 11 :30 AM TO 1:30 PM
WaLk-zns welcome; ReseRvanons appRec1a1ed.
Lasr seannq 12:30 PM--caLL 786-1122

April 15 is right around the corner
and this means tax time. Just one more
thing for students to deal with as finals
week quickly approaches.
Most students are eligible for
refunds from the Internal Revenue
Service. The sooner the tax form is
filed, the sooner a refund will show up
in your mailbox. ~tudents can even
have their returns deposited directly
into their bank accounts, which also
speeds up the refund process.
"Students who haven't dealt with
their tax forms should wait no longer.
Time is running out," said IRS Seattle
office communications specialist Shawn
George.
She also said filing tax forms has
become a relatively painless process for
students. She advises students to use

the new "formless" TeleFile system to
get their return. The TeleFile packages,
which allows taxes to be filed by -telephone, should have arrived in student
mailboxes last December. This system
eliminates many errors and speeds the
arrival of funds .
"Filing taxes doesn't get any easier
than this," said Judy Monahan,
spokesperson for the Pacific-Northwest
tax district.
For students with problems or questions about filing their taxes, on-line
help can be found at
www.IRS.ustreas.gov. Questions can be
answered by telephone at 1-800-8291040, where assistance can be reached
throughout weekend before April 15.
Various tax forms can be found in
the Consortium Library, at the
Anchorage IRS office, the post offices
and other areas throughout town.
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.Campus service helps
Clisabled students
By Tara Sexton
Northern Light Assistant News Editor
Thanks to a helping hand on campus,
students with disabilities do not have to
be at a disadvantage.
Disability Support Services (DSS)
coordinates academic support for students who experience all types of disabilities. Those with learning, hearing, visual
or physical disabilities can get help modifying campus programs and facilities to
meet their individual needs.
Lyn Stoller, director of DSS, said students who visit the office with documentation of their disability will receive
assistance, but are sometimes bashful
about asking for it.
"We see students who are at different
places in that. Some students are very
comfortable about identifying their disability, and some are not," Stoller said.
"We want them not to be shy about coming in ... and seeing what it's all about."
The office currently serves more than
300 students with various disabilities.
Suellen Bahleda, coordinator of interpreting services, said those with learning
disabilities make up the largest population. She said the services offered vary.
"The services that they need depend
on what their disability is," Bahleda
said. "We look at each student on an
individual basis."
Senior psychology major Deb
Thomas, 44, is visually impaired. For

her, the service enlarges texts and has
readers recite books onto audio tape.
"When I went to them, it was an
absolute relief because I was afraid I
wouldn't be able to make it," she said. "I
would not be at the level I'm at if it wasn't
for them ... I have a 3.85 average."
Thomas said the services offered are
not the only great thing. She said the
support DSS offers is invaluable.
"Those people are a foundation upon
which I can stand ... They're very
encouraging," Thomas said.
Among the services offered are: registration and tutorial assistance; interpreters; notetakers; material in alternative formats, such a~ cassette, large
print, and Braille; and on-campus transportation.
The office has grown 400 percent in
four years, Stoller said. She said this is
due, in part, to the office's increased
visibility and the heightened public
awareness brought about by the
Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990.
Bahleda said university faculty and
staff are getting more involved.
"We've had many more instructors
aware of our office ... The referrals that
are happening are a real positive thing,"
she said.
Bahleda said many older students are
also returning to school and receiving
assistance.
"We have older return students who

The Northern Light

Disability Support
· Services

JOHN ORRITHE NORTHERN LIGHT

Suellen Bahleda, Lyn Stoller and Susan Geldert work for Disability Support
Services, which provides academic support and access assistance to students
with disabilities.
were labeled lazy or slow (before}," she
said. "They're succeeding and feeling
really good about school .... It makes
such a difference when you see the
process work."

Disability Support Service's budget
is approximately $400,000 and they
offer help free of charge to students.
"You can't charge for equal access,"
Stoller said. "It's a basic civil right."

"'
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Evening Jazz Concerts
Don Lanphere, saxophone w 1r H Jonathan Pugh, trumpet
AN o "New Stories"
Marc Seales, piano; Doug Miller, bass ; and John Bishop, drums
Friday, April 11 & Saturday, April 12, 1997
8PM
East High Auditorium
Tickets at the Door (day of concert)
$12: Students, Seniors, & Military
$15: General Admission

Big Band Swing Dance Night

D

WITH

The After Six Orchestra
The UAA Jazz Ensemble & Jazz' Singers
Sunday, April 13, 1997
7:00-10:00 PM
Best Western Golden Lion Hotel
Tickets at the Door
$10 per person or $15 per couple

The Board of Regents
is considering
increasing student fees·
to put more money into
Computer Technology
For more information and to

UAA Jazz Week Dance Concert
Jazz Tap Dancers

VOICE YOUR OPINION

Heather Cornell AR r 1sr1 c o 1RE c ro R o FManhattan Tap

Call 786-GOVT (4688)

Jeannie Hill oFManhattan Tap & Jump Rhythm Jazz Project

(this is a voice mail survey)

FEAiURING

PL us PERcuss10N1sr Eddie Ornowski OF Manhattan Tap
Friday, April 18, 1997
8:00PM
the ACPA, Discovery Theater
$12: Students, Seniors, & Military
$15: General Admission (CARRS TIX)
UM IS AN EO/M EMPLOYER ANO EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
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Sponsored by USU AA and the Office of the Associate Vice-Chancellor for ~udent Affairs

UAA is an EE/ AO institution
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Winner of two 1997 Alaska Press Club awards

•
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a war ·WIDDID
earn .
The Northern Light is hiring for the.following .
positions for summer employment:
Editor ·
News Editor
'

Features Editor
Sports Editof ·
Reporter
Advertising Manager
Advertising Representatives
Circulation Manager
.Illustrator .
Layout Coordinator
Submit UAA application, resume, proof of 2.5 GPA .and student status to:
Carole Lund, Student Union Programs Advisor
3211 Providence Drive, Campus Center 225
Anchorage, AK 99508
786-1222
Must be a UAA student enrolled in a minimum of 6 credits per semester and maintain a 2.5 cumulative GPA.

Or call 786-1434 for more information
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Trio .of bands create chaos at Egan Center
By Jason Rand
Northern Light Reporter
A trio of bands .entertained a rowdy
Egan Center crowd Saturday night.
Headlining the show was veteran punk
rock band NoFx. Warming up the stage
was local punk band Subjugated Youth
and the recently relocated (to Portland
from Alaska) 36 _Crazy Fists.

Review
Hard-working Southern Californians
NoFx have gained respect in the punk
community over the past 10 years. They
have toured extensively, managing to
maintain a relatively noncommercial
stance in the music industry. NoFx
avoids most aspects of the media, namely MTV, corporate record label market-

JASON RAND/THE NORTHERN LIGHT

NOFX bassist/singer Fat Mike at
Saturday night1; performance.

ing stunts and corporate radio stations.
Anxious Egan Center fans didn't
escape the corporate machine, though,
filing into the Egan with $17 tickets in
hand. I've never been to a $17 punk
show, but I guess in Alaska we should
be happy with what we can get.
At any cost, Alaskan punk fans were
excited to experience NoFx. Some were
disappointed a couple years ago when
NoFx dropped out of the list of bands
scheduled to play at the King of the Hill
snowboarding competition. But Saturday
they were finally here to entertain the
Alaskan crowd.
They came to the stage for an energyfilled hour and a half, playing songs
from their sixth and most recent album,
Heavy Petting Zoo, as well as covering a
lot of their older material. They turned it
on with an entertaining stage performance, saying goodbye to the crowd
several times only to reappear and' play
more music. As fans shouted favorite
song titles, ·NoFx answered by playing
them all.
NoFx has been called obnoxious and
obscene in some circles. This band actually has a lot of good things to say.
Speaking worthy words against racism,
ignorance and corrupt politics allows
them the right to be as obnoxious as they
want.
Audience members were more than
ready to engage in festivities as the
bands played. Egan Center security had
their hands full as bursts of chaos erupted throughout the sets of all three bands.
It was a night of stage dives and reckless
dancing. A loud-mouthed member of the
audience was even invited to come on
stage during NoFx's set, sitting in on
Erik Ghint's drums for a quick song
before exiting the front of the stage head
first.
36 Crazy Fists was excited to have
the chance to open up for NoFx.
"I've been waiting a long time just to
see these guys. It's great that we were
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36 Crazy Fists singer Brock Lindow crouches near the audience during their
opening performance for NOFX.
given the opportunity to open for them,"
said Fists guitar player Steve Holt.
36 Crazy Fisls was no let down,
either. Singer Brock Lindow was a ball
of energy on stage, hyping the crowd
and contorting himself like a pretzel to
u~leash strong vocals as he flew around
the stage like a man possessed.
Saturday was 36 Crazy Fists' third
gig in three nights. They played
Chilkoot Charlie's on Thursday night

and Gig's Music Theatre on Friday
night.
·
The crowd was pleased with their
effort Saturday night. I was too.
Someone told me that 36 Crazy Fists'
music doesn't hold up because it was
done five years ago in Seattle. This is far
from true. These guys are making good
music. They're not another rip-off band.
36 Crazy Fists will be playing this

See Concert, page 18

Even big stars can't save 'Devil's' from .amateur ·directing
'

Last weekend I was majorly stressing
about an Anthropology test I had coming
up. So I shut myself away and studied
until Sunday rolled around and I had to
get out of the house. I was sick of studying, then I thought to myself, "Hey why
not go to work!?" (Did I ever tell you I
was a genius?)
.
I grabbed my coat and went to see
"The Deivl's Own."
This film stars Brad Pitt as an IRA
(that's the Irish Republican Army, not a
tax shelter) soldier named Frankie
Maguire who comes to New York to set
up an arms deal. Harrison Ford plays an
honest Irish beat cop by the name of
Tom O'Meara who lets Frankie stay with
his family, ignorant of the fact that
Frankie (who goes by the name of Rory
Devaney for most of the film) is really
an IRA terrorist.
·
I figured with Pitt and Ford, in a big
budget, high-profile film with a premise
like that, how could I go wrong?
I tried to get into this movie. It had

two of my favorite actors in it, three if
you count Treat Williams (arms dealer,
Billy Burke), so it shouldn't have been
that hard. How can a bad movie be made
with talent like that? Director Alan
Pakula and screenwriters Kevin Jarre and
Robert Mark J<amen found a way.
First of all, there's no tension in the

MDVEMENT
WITH
MICHAEL MARCELLA,

film. Pitt is supposed to be a big time
IRA leader on the run from British
authorities, but he is hanging out in New
York in broad daylight! I mean, even
without a beard Brad Pitt still looks like

Brad Pitt. He can't hide just by shaving.
But there';; no sense of danger here, no
suspense, no fear of the enemy lurking
around every corner.
When Frankie's arms deal goes sour,
there's no buildup, no anticipation of any
kind. I wasn't on the edge of my seat
thinking "How is he going to get out of
this?" Instead, I thought "Wow, this
might be scary or thrilling if these bad
guys were actually a threat."
I really should have known better.
After all, this is from the guy who directed "The Pelican Brief." What did I ·
expect? Something far better than what I
got, obviously. This was strictly.""iimatuerville. Some of the long, establishing
shots were out of focus for Pete's sake!
Any rookie director or camera operator
knows the camera has to be in focus in
order to get a good shot. Unless, of
course, you are doing a point-of-view
shot of someone with severely bad
. vision, then out of focus is good. But for
the most part, it's a no-no.

There were some good things about
the movie. First of all, it doesn't have a
happy ending. Unfortunately, anyone
with a brain stem can figure out what the
ending is going to be. Second, it has
good acting. Pitt and Ford performed
well in their respective roles. However,
in Ford's case he could do it in his sleep.
Finally, the writers and director do a
good job of establishing sympathy for
both Frankie and Tom's positions, which
makes their eventual conflict (cop vs. terrorist) all the more interesting.
Anyway, I suggest you stay away
from "The Devil's Own" unless you are
diehard fans of one or both of the actors,
because there's no other reason to go to
this movie. If you must see it, go to a
matinee, use your student discount, or ·
wait until it's on video. Otherwise you're
just flushing your money down the toilet.

Mike Marcella is the guy who directs
the pelican in his briefs, what do you
expect?
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Schedule of Events
Intermediate Tap Class with Heather Cornell
April 7 at 5:30 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For more information call 786-1164.

Beginning Tap Class with Heather Cornell
April 7-8 at 7 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1164.

Beginning Tap Class with Jeannie Hill
April 9 at 11:30 a.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1164.

years. Following their all-day workshop for local musicians may feature
some local musicians during their two-day concert.
For more information call 786-1595.

Big Band Swing Dance Night
April 13 from 7-10 p.m. at Best Western Golden Lion Hotel, 1000 E.
36th Ave. Cost is $10 per person or $15 per couple. For details call 7861595. Bring your partner and dance the evening away to the tunes of the
After Six Orchestra and the UAA Jazz Ensemble. It's a Jazz Week tradition, so come and join the fun.

Beginning Tap Class with Heather Cornell
April 14 at 7 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1164.

Jazz Week Celebrates UAA Faculty and Students

April 9 at 4 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1164.

April 16 at 8 p.m. at Bernie's Bar & Grill, located in the Sears Mall.
Cost is $10 for general public, $5 for students, seniors and military. For
details call 786-1595. UAA student and faculty performers will be featured at Anchorage's leading jazz venue, Bernie's Bar & Grill.

Classic Jazz Dance Class with Jeannie Hill

Jazz Week Dance Night

April 9 at 5:30 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1164.

April 18 at 8 p.m. at the Discovery Theatre, Alaska Center for the
Performing Arts. Cost is $15 general public, $12 for students, seniors and
military. For advance tickets call CARRS TIX at 263-ARTS. Tickets will
also be sold at the door. For details call 786-1595. Local dancers and
musicians will perform their own works.

Rhythm Class with Heather Cornell

Beginning Tap Class with Heather Cornell
April 10 at 7 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details can 786-1164.

Intermediate Tap Class with Heather Cornell
April 11 at 5:30 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1 164.

Classic Jazz Dance Class with Jeannie Hill
April 11at6:30 p.m. at Building K, Room 162. Cost is $10 for general
public, $5 for students. For details call 786-1164

.

The Karen Strid Quartet
April 18 at 9 p.m. at Bernie's Bar & Grill, located in the Sears Mall.
Admission is free, but donations are greatly appreciated. Relax after the
dance concert to UAA music professor Karen Strid's Quartet. Featuring
Strid on piano, singer Brenda Vulgamore, bassist Bob Ramponi and
drummer Curtis Bates.

Don Lanphere, Jon Pugh and New Stories Trio
April 11-12 at 8 p.m. at the East Anchorage High School Auditorium
$15 general admission at the door. A $3 discount for seniors, students
and military.

A frenzy of arti~ffo gxpre~mion in the fieldg of ·
jazz mugic and da~e will kick off April 11 with
the beginning of Jazz Week.
The UAA departmg tg of mugic and theater and
· dance ig one of many gpongorg for thig annual
event. Jazz We~k provides local gtudentg and
mugieiang the opportunity to train and perform
alongside well-known jazz arfigtg.
UAA dance instrut!t r Jill Crogby helped to coordinate Jazz Week thi~ year.

..It (Jazz Week) ha~ a twofold purpose: to celebratejazz mugie a dance ag America'g own
form of art. and cQ!Rbrate regident profesgionalg
ag well ag vigiting guegfg," ghe gaid.

UAA students Jerry Lewoniski and Jim Passini played with their rhythm sectio~ at Bernie's Bar and Grill in
February. Other "Jazz Attack" concerts were held in February and March to raise funds for Jazz Week.

Don Lanphere, Jon Pugh and the New Stories Trio are this year's featured instrumentalists whose music career has spanned more than forty

Jazz dancer Jeannie Hill is a guest performer/instructor for Jazz Week 97. Hill will
create a work which will be performed April 18 at 8 p.m. in the Discovery Theater.

The Northern Light
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This is Heather Cornell's second year as a guest for Jazz Week. Cornell held auditions on Su 11day for a performance she will direct on Jazz Week Dance Night.
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Top Ten Artists
Artist - Release

1

Salmon
Paco ... Drop That Chicken

2
3

4
5

Mess
Pretty Ugly
Calvin Krime
Dress For The Future
Cause For Alarm
Cheaters And The Cheated
Pulsars
Pulsars

6

The Orb

7

Toxygen
VIA
Howard Stem

8

9
10

Sky Cries Mary
Moon Bathing on Sleeping
Leaves
Souls
Bird Fish or lnbetween
Muchacha
Muchacha

TOJ> Five Singles

1

2

3
4

5

Artist -Single - Release
Salmon
Falling, Being, Giving
Pcm·- Drq> Thi Ctmri
Mess
Holly
Pretty Ugly
Calvin Krime
Sean Na Na
Dress For The Future
Cause For Alarm
Lies
Cheaters And The Cheated
Pulsars
Tunnel Song
PIJsals

Fragments from The Edge

REMEMBER TO VOTE APRIL 8 & 9
IN THE USUAA ELECTIONS. ELECTION BOOTHS WILL BE OPEN FROM
9 A.M TO 7:30 P.M JN THE BUSINESS
EDUCATION BUILDING, CAMPUS
CENTER AND COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES BUILDING.

Clult Meet•nas
April 8
• Aye there lads and lassies! The
Seawolfe Clan (a group of UAA students
interested in Celtic culture) sponsors bagpipe and drumming lessons every Tuesday
from 1-2 p.m. in the Arts Building, Room
150.
• The UAA Markhing Club gets together at 4 p.m. in Business Education
Building, Room 303.

April 10
• Enlighten yourself at the Disability
Awareness Club meeting at 3:30 p.m. in
Business Education Building, Room 112.
Everyone is welcome to attend, refreshments will be served.

April 11
• Find out where some of the money
from student fees goes at the Club Council
meeting in the Campus Center Lounge at 1
p.m. each Friday. The USUAA meeting follows at 3 p.m.
• The Club Fair will be held in the
Campus Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

April 12
•Club Medfra, the ultimate Frisbee
club, will meet in the UAA Gym from 5-6
p.m. All are welcome to join in.

April 13
• Drumming Circles meets at 3:30 p.m.
in the walkway between the UAA
Engineering and Science Buildings. Bring
your heart, instruments are optional.

Classes,
Workshops and
Lectures
April 8
• Learn how co market yourself at the
"Interviewing Skills Workshop," from 4-5
p.m. in Business Education Building,
Room 112.
• Having severe difficulty with a class? If
so, check our "What IfI Can't -Pass This
Class? Tips o.n What to Do. " It will be held
in Business Education Building, Room 112
from 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

April 10
• Find out the significance of those notso-positive marks on a transcript at "F's,
Ws and Audits -What Do They Mean?''
This workshop will be held in Business
Education Building, Room 112 from 11 :45
a.m. to 12:45 p.m.
• A presentation about "Living With
Cancer" will be given from 2-3 p.m. in
Business Education Building, Room 112.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

April 15
• Looking for a summer job? Assist your
job hunt by attending "Get Your Resume
Ready for Summer," from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
in Business Education Building, Room 112.

April 16
• The UAA Small Business
Development Center is offering a "Business

Plan Essentials," workshop at 525 E. Bluff
Drive in the Government Hill Elementary
School, Multipurpose Room from 6-9:30
p.m. The workshop is part of the Minority
Small Bu5iness Development Series.

Ara and

Enterta•nment
April 9
• Michelle Colby performs in the
Campus Center Cafeteria as part of the
Noon Music Series, from 11 :30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m.
•

April 11
•Ibsen's "Eneiny of the People," takes
the spotlight at UAA when it debuts on the
Arts Building Mainstage at 8 p.m. It will
continue to play at 8 p.m. for the remainder of the weekend. It will also play Friday
nights and weekends, at the same time, for
the rest of the month.

April 12
•Yuck it up in the Campus Center Pub
when comedian Rob Parovian performs at 9
p.m. It should be a knee-slapping good
time!

onao•na
• BFA student Lara Sox Harris has her
"Biology Revisited" exhibit on display in
the Campus Center Gallery. Harris' art
reflects memories of the biology courses she
has taken.
• UAA legal services gives free legal
advice to students if they need it at Campus
Center, Room 228 on Wednesdays from 15 p.m. Stop by or call 786-1205 for an
appointment.

Learn how to take care of your back
At some time, nearly all of us will
experience back pain. Misuse, injury and
natural aging create many of the spinal
problems that cause pain, stiffness, numbness or tingling.
Understanding the design and function
of the spine helps in knowing how to take
care of your back. The bones of the .spine
are called vertebrae and are separated by
small shock-absorbing discs of cartilage.
A disc is a cushion of cartilage. The
c~nter (the nucleus) is soft and surrounded
by a dense, layered, outer ring (the annulus) which is like that of a radial tire. Over
time, they Jose moisture and elasticity.
One-third of spinal height is made up

Health Update
Mary Anne Wilson
M.S., R.N., A.N.P.
of discs. During the night, without the
force of gravity pulling on the spine, discs
soak up nutrients and blood from the surrounding tissues. This can make the average person as much as two inches taller in
the morning!
A balanced back is a healthy back.
Improper posture puts stress on the spine
and causes the vertebrae and discs to move
out of the balanced position.
Discs don't slip out of place. Instoad,
they bulge because of a weakness or tear

in the annulus. When they bulge between
the vertebrae, they cause pain by compressing nerve roots or accessory nerves.
The spine is balanced in three natural
curves, forming an "S" shape. Strong flexible muscles in the back, abdomen and
legs help keep your back in good alignment. When the curves are aligned correctly, your body is in its naturally balanced
position, and will distribute body weight
evenly to protect your vertebrae and discs
·
from injury.
The constant strain of slumped shoulders or slouching can create structural
problems. Both flexion (too much forward
bending) and extension (excessive backward arching) can speed the aging process
of our vertebrae and discs, leading to ruptured discs, arthritis and instability.
Protect your back from premature problems by practicing proper posture and
learn how to prevent back injuries. The
basic principle in good sitting posture is to
maintain the back's natural curves.
Without proper support, it is easy to
slump. The lower back can be rounded to
the point that it loses it's curve. A striaght
chair with support for the spinal curve is
helpful. You may need to use a small hard
cushion or rolled up towel to maintain the
proper curve. Check the seat's height. If
it's not adjustable, you may need a small
footrest. The seat should be flat or tilted
forward. so your knees are slightly lower
than your hips. When leaning forward to
work at a desk, bend from the hips. Keep

your neck and back in as straight of a line
as possible. Ir'you move on a chair, transfer your weight through.your buttocks
instead of your thighs.
Standing for long periods of time tires
the muscles in the hips, lower back and
abdomen. This fatigue tends to pull the
pelvis forward and strain lower back muscles. Use a small footstool. Alternate resting one foot on the stool every few minutes. It keeps the blood flowing and the
back's curvature intact. Keep your knees
flexed, don't lock them. Bend them once
in a while to keep the spine flexible and
relaxed.
Sleep with a curved spine. A firm, supportive mattress is most important. A sheet
of plywood, three-fourths of an inch "thick,
under your mattress can help. Avoid sleeping on your stomach. The best way to·
sleep is to lie on your side with your hips
and knees bent toward your chest and your
head on a small firm pillow. Use a pillow
between your knees to maintain leg circulation and proper spinal alignment. If you
must sleep on your back, support your
knees with a pillow and keep your neck
elongated (not crunched forward on a big
pillow).
Smart moves and strong, flexible muscles can protect your back. Learn all about
"Having a Healthy Back" from Dr. Byron
Perkins on Wednesday, April 9 from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Business
Education Building, Room 112. It's free
and everyone is welcome!
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'Sixteen Pleasures' heroine sparks reader's interest
"The Sixteen Pleasures" is one-third art history, onethird Italian culture and one-third pure fun.
Author Robert Hellenga writes in the first person,
female voice of 29-year-old Margo Harrington. There is a
natural tendency to double check the heroine's persona
for authenticity once or twice before completely forgiving her for being created by a man.
The Arno River, which overflowed its banks in 1966,
provides the cataclysmic event that propels Margo out of
the stacks of the Newberry Library in Chicago to
Florence, Italy. There, she offers her services as a "humble book conservator," after the disastrous flood damages
nearly every piece of Renaissance art in the city.
Margo, who is made of equal parts curiosity and
courage, seems to go from one kind of trouble to another.
The chaotic city, filled with refugees from the flood,
lends itself beautifully to unusual circumstances. Margo
struggles to find her niche between ego-inflated art
experts and "mud angels"-the youthful students who
rushed to Florence to help resurrect priceless objects
from their muddy graves.
In her efforts to rescue the precious books of Florence,
Margo ends up rescuing herself. Adrift after her mother's
death, unfulfilled
in her job at the
Newberry Library,
''The Sixteen Pleasures"
still waiting for a
By Robert Hellenga
shining prince to
369 pages. Dell Publishing
awaken her
New York
desires, the flood

provides her an
opportunity to
chuck it all
and experience
her own
rebirth.
A series of
chance meet• •f
~·:.,
ings with
Dottor
Alessandro
Postiglione-" ... lover of
beauty and of
nature, Mediterranean man, an endangered species ... the
head restorer of works of fine art in the province of
Tuscany"-broadens Margo's horizons in more ways
than one.
Pastiglione is the key to the convent Santa Caterina
Nuova, which houses a contemplative order of Carrnelite
nuns. There, Margo meets a host of literal and figurative
"sisters." Margo supervises the lay sisters in restoring the
books in the convent library. It is through the convent's
head mother, Madre Badessa, that Margo finds her life's
work: the only known copy of "I Sonetti Lussuriosi de
Pietro Aretino."
Restoring the 16th century book of erotica, also called
"Aretino's Postures," or the "Sixteen Pleasures," and
preparing it for auction become Margo's mission in life.
This turns out to be a difficult feat, since all who learn of
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Cox

the book's existence see it as part of their own personal
agenda. Luckily, Margo is made of stem stuff. She battles her lover, a potential buyer, customs and even the
bishop in her effort to protect her plan for the book.
Hellenga takes the reader through the meticulous
restoration of the "Sixteen Pleasures." None of the
processes necessary to disassemble, clean, apply chemical agents, sew signatures and bind the book are neglected. It is a study in the fine art of book restoration.
Hellenga's loving narration of the process reinforces the
value of historical works; something many of us only
encounter in the abstract.
Hellenga's descriptions of the buildings, paintings,
sculptures and frescos of Florence echo the passion of
the artists who created them during the Renaissance. The
book is a romp through colorful piazzas, museums, shops
and vias; Renaissance art is as commonplace as pigeons
in the park.
"The Sixteen Pleasures" offers a fascinating look at
Italian customs and cuisine, Catholic religion, and art
restoration. At no time does it offer any apologies for its
liberal use of untranslated Italian, French and German
phrases.
Margo's self-determination, humor and problem-solving talents will have you saying "You go, girl!" Her story
is a lesson in taking and giving, beginnings and endings.
If you love art, if you love Italy, if you love lasagna,
you'll love ''The Sixteen Pleasures."

Rose Cox is a journalism major and a literature minor.

Elegance on campus: the Cuddy Center Dining Room
kins on them. The servers wore black bow
burger and promised to be back with the
If I told you I ordered ($4-$7). I certainly would have
ties. There was an air of elegance.
dessert tray. They all looked equally sinful,
had a complete
ordered one if I hadn't eaten pizza the
My server carried my burger on a large
so I chose a pear streudel with white
lunch, including
night before.
tray above his head. He gracefully set it
chocolate and raspberry sauce ($2.50). It
dessert, at a fine
The list of entrees was impressive:
down on a stand he had tucked under his
was absolutely divine, crisp and flaky with
dining restaurant Grilled Pork Tenderloin, Halibut Olympia,
arm, and removed the dome-shaped cover
a sweet, zesty flavor. I loooved it.
for $9.00, would Mustard Seed Crusted Beef Filet,
from my plate. I was impressed. The plate
The bill was only $9.00. It was a great
you believe me?
Portabello Paella, Chilled Chicken
deal and it was a fun experience. I'm defiwas full - sandwich, chips and a array of
You would?
Roulade, Chevre Cheese Agnolotti. Each
nately going back to try the pizza.
was served with soup or salad and priced
tangled garnish. The burger was different
Well,
The Cuddy Center Dining Room is
than I had expected. I thought it would-be a
great, then
from $7.25 to $8.95.
operated by second semester students in
My ser\rer was very busy and took a
"garden burger," but it was more like a
I'll continthe Culinary Arts/Dietetics and Nutrition
few minutes to get over to take my order,
mushy spread. It had a good flavor, just an
ue with my
Program. It is open Monday-Thursday,
but was very friendly. I wasn't hungry
unappealing texture. It was served on a
review. I
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The last seating is
· enough for a full entree, so I decided to try
sunflower seed bun that I really liked.
found this
12:30 p.m. So put down that lunch tray and
My burger also came with chips made
affordable culi- the cornmeal and black bean burger ($5.50)
slip next door for a taste of the good life.
from vegetables other than potatoes, which
and a soda ($1).
nary oasis right
Incidentally, the menu changes midbrightened up my plate with an assortment
I devoured the scrumptious bread and
here on campus
semester. The new one just came out the
was.offered more. I declined only because
of colors. They were nice and crispy. I nibat the Lucy Cuddy Dining Room.
day after I visited, but the new entrees
bled here and there around my plate, wishI was afraid of filling up before I got my
If you haven't noticed, it is located
sound wonderful.
ing I just would have gotten the pizza.
burger.
inside the Cuddy Center Cafeteria. Just
Finally, I decided to give up on my
As I waited, I scanned the room. There
think, instead of loading a plastic tray with
Ifyou 're divine, crisp, flaky and have a
was a mix of diners, both students and
cornmeal burger and fill up on a tasty
the "special of the day," a Water Joe and
.
swee~ zesty flavor, Debbie Taylor will
· dessert. The ones I had seen out front
some gummy worms, you can expand your business-types. The room was large and
looove
you too!
looked fabulous.
classically decorated. Table cloths were
horizons with an affordably priced, fine
My server cleared away the mangled
thick and white, with ornately folded napdining experience just a few steps away
from the sizzling cafeteria grill.
As I slipped inside the large glass door ,
I left the noisy chatter and whirring espresso machine in the cafeteria far behind. The
first thing I saw was a beautiful flower
arrangement surrounded by three tempting
desserts.
Soft music filled my ears.
I was greeted by the friendly hostess
Part-time, 30 hours/wk
who offered to hang my coat and asked a
$11.54 per hour
gentleman to show me to a table. He led
me to a large table and politely pulled back
my chair. After handing me a menu, he
Closing Date:
April 10, 1997 at 5:00 p.m.
swiftly removed the extra place settings.
He quickly returned with water and a small
basket of warm rolls with butter and
· Application Proced~re: Submit a complete application packet to include~ UAA
advised me my server would be there
application, resume, 3 letters of recommendation, list of]PC courses completed with grades,
directly.
writing samples, proofof registration in 6 credits, and 2. 5 cumulative GPA to:
The menu was speckled with many
foods that were not in my vocabulary such
University of Alaska Anchorage
as, frisse, phyllo and polenta, but I didn't
Human Resources Services
let that scare me, I was excited to try someAdministration
Building, Suite 245
thing different. There were grilled shrimp
Providence
Drive
3211
and beef tenderloin appetizers for under $4,
Anchorage,
AK
99508-8136
and salads with Dungeness crab, asparagus
Voice (907) 786-4608, TTY {907) 786-1420, FAX {907) 786-4727
and endive that came in a full or half order,
costing $2-$4.
UAA is an AA/EO Employer and Educational Institution.
The three kinds of pizza looked really
Must be eligible for employment under the Immigration Reform and Control Act as amended, 1990.
tasty: grilled vegetable, chorizo and Thai
Your application for employment with the University of Alaska is subject to public disclosure.
duck. A half or whole pizza could be
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Concerts
Continued from page 13
weekend in Valdez before heading
back to Portland area where they
will continue to play shows.
For the most part, the night
went well. No one was critically
injured and the bands seemed to
have a truly good time.
UAA student Josh Medsker
liked opening band Subjugated
Youth the most, but still enjoyed
NOFX.
"They (NoFx) sound better
live than they do on their albums.
They weren't phenomenal, but at
least they were entertain ing," he
said as he watched NoFx fini shed
their set.

TOM SIKORA/THE NORTHERN LIGHT

UAA debate coaches Shawnalee \Nhitney and Steve Johnson stand with team members Erica Cline, Laure Macconnell,
Cary Sinnet, Jamey Duhamel and Charles Reeves. The team competed at the National Individual Events Tournament in
Arlington, Texas on A~ril 3-7, and will showcase their award-winning oratory skills on April 16 in Betty Monserud Building,
Room 104 from 7:30-9:30 p.m. There will also be a reception to celebrate the team's successful sea~n.

JASON RANDITHE NORTHERN LIGHT

NOFX performed onstage at
the Egan Center.

Community News
UAA hosts successful blood drive
The Blood Bank of Alaska held a blood drive last
week in conjunction with the Student Health Center's
Health Fair. More than 30 people donated blood at the
booth set-up in the Campus Center.
The year marks the Blood Bank of Alaska's 35th
anniversary. For those interested in more information
about donating blood, please call the Blood Bank at
563-3110.

Native American activist speaks at
UAA
.
Native American and environmental activist
Winona LaDuke will meet with students, faculty and
staff at UAA April 1.0 . She will give a lecture that
evening at 7:30 p.m. in Building K, Room 166.
LaDuke is program director of a national Native

chased from student fees, each student made two quilt
American grant and advocacy agency. In 1994;
LaDuke was selected by Time magazine as one of 50
blocks which were then pieced into quilts.
men and women the magazine believed would have a
"From this exercise, students learned the important
significant civic and social impact in the United
of accurate measuring, cutting and sewing before stuStates.
• dents started making their own quilts," said Kathy
Mills, the course instructor.
LaDuke ' s presentations in Anchorage are spon sored by the Alaska Native Studies Program, the
Join the 1997 Workout for Hope
Political Science Student Association and the Board
Come and join KGOT's Scott and Stu of the
of Global Information and Activities. For more inforMorning Zoo in the celebration of life through
mation, call Native Studies interim director David
Alaska's hottest fitness event of the year! The 1997
Mass at 786-4774.
Workolll For Hope will be held Saturday, ~pril 19 at
Five quilts donated by UAA class
the UAA Sports Center. The excitement is scheduled
Students in UAA's community education quilting
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The ~orkout includes boxing
class made and donated five quilts to the Abused
aerobics, country line dancing, a cardio party and an
exercise a la carte. Join fitness enthusiasts from more
Women's Aid in Crisis center and the Anchorage
than 70 cities to raise funds for cancer and AIDS. For
Center for Families Intermission. With fabric purdetails call 333-2857.

KRUA Station Manager
Part-time, 30 hours/wk
$11.54 per hour

:E'9:res:l1 :Elee:r
Closing Date:

April -10, 1997 at 5:00 p.m.

Application Procedure: Submit a complete application packet to include a UAA
application, resume, 3 letters of recommendation, list of]PC courses completed with grades,
air check tape, proofofregistration in 6 credits, and 2. 5 cumulative GPA to:
University of Alaska Anchorage
Human Resources Services
Administration Building, Suite 245
3211 Providence Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-8136
Voice (907) 786-4608, TTY (907) 786-1420, FAX (907) 786-4727
UAA is an AA/EO Employer and Educational Institution.
Must be eligible for employment under the Immigration Reform and Control Act as amended, 1990.
Your application for employment with the University of Alaska is subject to public disclosure.

~

:E'9ooc1.!

pen 7 Days a Week - FOR LUNCH & DINNE
Plenty of parking . Just down the hill from the
Hilton Hotel . 2 7 7 - 1
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By Jamie Tanner

tion what they read or hear, then they
Northern Light Reporter
make seek alternate sources of information. So it was all worth it."
CIA cover-ups, international conspirParenti said the most effective form
acies and hidden atrocities. For those
of oppression is to let the public and
who agree with Michael Parenti, these
media believe they are not restrained.
are among the "dirty truths" not report"You can only say what you like
ed by traditional news media.
because they like what you are saying.
J.>arenti, a political analyst and
When objective realities get put into
author, presented a lecture Wednesday
papers, they get attacked by the right,"
night in the Wendy Williamson
Parenti said.
Auditorium as part of the Bartlett
He encouraged people to seek alterLecture Series.
native publications, including Z magaSince 1970, the Bartlett Lecture
zine, Covert Action, and Lies of Our
Series has been bringing nationally recTime. Although labeled as radical by
ognized speakers to University of
traditional media, Parenti said these
Alaska campuses. According to the lecpublications offer other news that corture program, the goal of the series is to
porate America downplays.
"promote a clearer vision of individual
"Media has helped begin an assault
freedom and the public good."
on government human service proParenti questioned the objectiveness
grams. Liberal special programs such as
of the news media.
social security and welfare are being
"A cooperation exists between govblamed for people's problems instead of
ernment, media and corporations which
corporations who control the jobs,"
Parenti said.
influences policy and public opinion,"
Parenti said. "The result is a media lackThe corporate influence over government and media is apparent in U.S. foring freedom and objectivity and an
uninformed public."
eign affairs and public perception of
Parenti's speech began with him
our actions, Parenti said.
"In order to maintain corporate
speaking slowly and quietly. By the end
power overseas, the U.S. government
of the evening, he was pounding on the
takes foreign leaders like Sadaam
podium, raising his voice and eliciting
applause and laughter from the audience Hussein and (Manuel) Noriega and turns
them into villains in a matter of weeks,"
of more then 125 people.
"The two biggest myths in media are
Parenti said.
Parenti said the media was used to
that the press is independent to report
news and that the American media are
make the public believe these foreign
liberals," he said.
leaders were a mortal threat to the
Parenti said conservatives claim to
United States and worthy of military
attack.
be shut out of the media by liberal
press, yet major media corporations are
Parenti said the media does not genowned and operated by Republicans and erally challenge the "official" version of
right-wing Democrats.
foreign events and the government is
not supportive when they do.
"The Ralph Naders of the world
can't reach the public with alternatives
"(The government) wants the press
corps to be a press chorus," Parenti said.
to what is being spoon-fed to the public," Parenti said. "How do you know
Parenti said he is a truthful social sciwhat truth is if you only hear one side
entist and tells what is real among the
and can't get alternative messages out?" social classes in America and the world.
Despite the controversial topic, some
He urges people to read alternative
who attend the event appreciated the
media and challenge the mainstream
perspective Parenti brought to the issue.
press.
"Just because you've heard two sides
"It was a good lecture because it
offered a different perspective and I like to the story doesn't mean you've heard
all sides," Parenti said.
to see people's views challenged," said
political science Professor David Maas.
Northern Light Editor Mary Crego
"Parenti may have offended some peocontributed to this story.
ple with his abrupt, abrasive and impolite manner, but if people begin to ques-
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1.ike boxers,
a lot of comedians
can hit you with aJab,
but few can land
the knock-out punch.
Watch out,
Bl Engvall wDI put you
on the floorl"
-JEFF FOXWORTHY

promJJtlonaJ sup~rt
LAURA GIBB-STONE/THE NORTHERN LIGHT

Michael Parenti was paid $5,500 for his visit to Alaska, which included lectures and workshops at both UAA and the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
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DILBERT

®by Scott Adams
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"Well Mr. Wilkins, we were able to save your life, but I'm
afraid we had to give you a heart from a duck ... and a
duck's kidneys ... and, well, look, I've got to be honest:.:
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ACROSS

By Leigh Rubin

1. Bear's home
4. Lead shot
6. Honest (slang)
11. Make certain
13. Dormant
15. N. England slJlte (abbr.)
16. Used to mix paint (artist)
18. Sodium symbol
19. Horse's meal (sing.)
21. Scholarly book
22. Moves head
24. Rubber wheel
26. Telegram
28. Fisherman's need
29. Encourage
·31. Cab
33. Concerning
34. Step
36. Monetary unit (Italy)
38. lridiu m symbol
40. False; empty
42. Currency substitute
45. Spanish epic hero
47. By mouth
49. Number
SO. Thought
52. Violent mob
54. Rest
55. Direction (abbr.)
56. Eye covering
59. Chapter (abbr.)
60. Depression between
two faults
62. Whole of one's possessions
64. Small shoot of a plant

(
(
{

65. Street (abbr.)
66. New South Wales (abr.)

Stone Age newlyweds

ick.
Bos·s

DOWN
Give one's time
Involve
Nova Scotia (abbr.)
Unruly chil"
In a lower place
At the side
Time zone (abbr.)
Valley (Scot.)
9. That is (abbr., Latin)
IO. Soft
12. Over
14. Glue
17. Send forth
20. Snare
23. Toward
25. Estimated arrival lime
(abbr. pl.)
27. A way 'out

30.
32.
35.
37.
38.
39.
41.
43.
44.
46.
48.
51.
53.
57.
58.
61.
63.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sound repetition
Press
Dangling jewelry
Relative
Cake topping
Horsemen
Principle
Makes into law
Sister's son
Eastern state (abbr.)
Ore deposits
Short for abbreviation
Examination
Hawaiian floral necklace
Route (abbr.)
Press organization (abbr.)
Article
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(lwc\.21-Apml~)
Expect the unexpected, Aries! While
ever in favor of a good, solid plan, you also
have the ability to make the most of the
unforeseen. This will save you and others
from near catastrophe. Your unusual lack
of confidence l.ately will evapor.ate into a
cloud of inspir.ation and restore your belief
in your ability to handle all comers. The
stars .are giving you the combination of
opportunity and extraordinary ability. Do
not waste it!

Tana
(l.p!il21-Bq~
Even though you are a practical optimist, Taurus, now is the time to really take
a look at your pl.an for the rest of the
semester. It could be that you have missed
some key elements, or should I say players,
in the larger scheme of things. Being
relaxed and confident is usually an advantage, but taking a nap at the most crucial
moments won't get you where you want to
go.

Gemini
(/by !»luu ~

l.ated into a stream of consciousness that
will result in some fabulous term papers.

Caca

(r... »-hly !lB)

and executed strategy. Cod is truly in the
details, as you have proved.

Lh
. (Septa)a ~- !lB)

Take it easy on yourself, Cancer! While
Time to ask yourself: how do I w.ant to
you may feel you are not living up to your · be remembered? It sounds morbid, but it is
self-imposed expectations, others are
a good. test of how others might perceive
you .and how th.at perception might be
standing back in astonishment at your
tremendQ,us ..accomplishments. Translate
hurting your ch.ances of succeeding in life.
In other words, time to lose the neg.ativity
their awe into undying worship by helping
those who cannot man.age for themselves!
.and focus on the world outside your own
In the end the winners are the people who
experience. Use that fabulous sense of joy
arrive .at the finish line with others in tow, to dug yourself out of the pit of
as you well know.
drudgery.

:r..o

~ !)4..A...-!lB)

Scapfo
(O.la~cw...-»)

If it se-ems to good to be true then it is,
All the hope and time you invested in
Leo, at least right now for the trusting
others is paying off, Scorpio! Much to
lion. Be careful not to give too much of
your surprise, when you need a helping
your time .and energy to undeserving peoh.and it will be there for you from a most
ple, they could turn on you. I suggest you
. unexpected source. You have been cultivatex.amine all the signals and .aspects of a sit- ing good Karma for awhile and now the
uation before volunteering your expert
crop is in! Do not question the hand of
advice. Although one of your best qualities
fate, just live in the knowledge that what
is unfailing faith in the others, you might
you sow you do indeed reap.
retreat and tend to your own goals.

Vil(o

(A.gut~»)
Hopefully some sense of peace and saniIt's your time in the Sun, Virgo! All
ty has been restored to your world,
your well-laid plans have come to fruition
Gemini! Although most of this semester
and now what do you do? OOPS, didn't
may have seemed unmanageable, you are
think you would ever see the results of
rising to the occasion as you invariably do.
When the pressure is on, then all of a sud- . your marvelous design? Time to face the
music and accept the glory of success. I
den a quiet determination takes up resicannot think of a better candidate for the
dence in your higher brain functions. All
humble winner of the most well-planned
the stress of the past few months is trans-

~
<Ncw...-~21)

Whoa, Sag! More is not necessarily a
good thing, especially when you .are running around grabbing all the gusto .at quite
a clip. Quantity over quality can sometimes
le.ad to a major burnout .and nothing worse
than the odor of burnt Sag in the .air.
Although there is a lot to be said for living
for the moment, perhaps a thought to past
lessons would be most adv.antageous right

now.

<»piomn
(Dec.1-~~)
Yes, you c.an do no wrong, C.apricorn, but
you may be hesitant to rock the boat b.ased
on the fear th.at you may be the one to fall
out! A reasonable fear, but do not let that
stop you from pitching all those grand idels
to the higher ups. As long as you maint.ain
your infamous charm .and sense of decorum,
the glory will be yours and c.alm waters will
prevail with nary .a body in sight.

~
~21~19)
OK, so we .are not all up to your r.ather
high st.andards of behavior, Aqu.ariusl Give
the podium a bre.ak and let others voice their
viewpoints. It will not weaken your position
to let others disagree with you. On the contrary, it will give you .an opportunity to further showcase your rather impeccable logic.
However, as you t.ake your bows remember
from whence you came.

:a.c.

~~~)

All the signs are there, Pisces. You are on
the road to wealth and untold riches, .at le.ast
for this week! Every planet and influence
sign.als .a surge to financial prosperity. At the
risk of sounding tot.ally astrological, I will
predict that you are the most likely to win a
lottery. Just remember your faithful
astrologer when go to pick up your winnings.

Ten•li is .a Gemini, ,anJ liils ,aff of ii suJJen
,awoken ,as if from • Jre,am. Ommmmmm.
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LASSIF I ED

JOBS
RUST'S FL YING SERVICE-is currently acceptapplications
for
ing
summer staff. Seasonal(5-10 to 9-15) positions
include customer service,
van drivers, dock crew.
Honest hard working,
service minded people
should mail resumes to
PO Box 190325, Anchorage AK 99519, or stop by
our office . Experience
with AK tourism, fishing ,
hunting, and floatplanes
are
desirable .
NO
PHONE CALLS.
CRUISE AND LAND
TOUR EMPLOYMENTDiscover how to work in
exotic locations, meet fun
people, while earning up
to $2,000 a mo. in these
exciting industies. Cruise
information
Services:
206-971-3554
ext.C61016.
Part time and full time
positions
available.
Schedule
your
own
schedule and make money on your own time!
Leave a message for
Rina at 275-5646.
Philips Cruises and tours
is currently acceptin resumes for Passenger
Service Crew to work
abord the MN Klondike
Express for the 1997
summer season. We are
looking for energetic, enthusiastic, service oriented,
outgoing
team
players to join our crew.
Vessel crew have varied
responsibilities and are
expected to perform all
duties. Must be at least
21, committed to working
a full season, and comfortable sharing accommodations in a remote
location. Mail resume to :
519 W. 4th Ave., Ste.
100, AnchoraGE AK
99501 .
WINDSONG LODGESnow hiring reserv.ations
agent. 25-35 hours per
week March-April around
your class schedule. Full
time May-Sept. Requires
computer skills, knowlege of AK, attention to
detail. $8/hr + bonus .
Call 245-0200 for application .

tion Building, Room 122.
No experience neccesary; paid training for all
positions. Call 276-7711
for more information .
BARISTA, part-time. Resume to Adventures and
Delights @ 414 "K"
CRUISE JOBS!- Get THE
#1 SOURCE for finding in
the Cruise Ship & LandTour industry. For information :
800-276-4948
Ext. C61015 (We are a
research & publishing
co .)
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS: For Sales Person
at KETCHUM AIR SERVICE INC.
Must be
versed in fishing, hunting, Alaska Outdoors,
sales exp preferred. APPLY IN PERSON. North
Shore Lake Hood. 2435525
$1, 750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars . for
info call (202) 298-1335.
Need aide for handicapped individual. Various shifts available. Must
have reliable car. Play
cribbage or be willing to
learn. Ideal for students.
CaH Dick at (907) 5636645 ..
TEACHERS Multiple Intelligences approach K-9
school op~ning '97. Send
resume, copy of certificates, cover letter: Charter School Box 1900-51,
Anchorage 99519.
$1500 weekly potential
mailing our circulars. No
experience required . Begin now. For info. call
301-429-1326.
Blood Bank of Alaska
telephone reps to contact
previous donors. Low
stress, part time, flexible
hours, 6-hr. No experience neccessary call
563-3110.

literally change your life.
Call now- I am only looking for a few people to
personally train . ANYONE with goals and
dreams can do th is and
will soon love the confidence and freedom that
comes with creating life
time streams of income.
TOLL FREE 24 HOUR
RECORDED MESSAGE
#1-800-468- 7262
ext.
81911 .
WANTED : Professional
server, over 21 . Excellent
permanent part-time infor
minimum
come
hours .20
hrs .
per
week/$1000 per month.
Fax resume or call to set
up an interview. Fax 6960104 phone 696-6055 .
Bombay House Cuisine
from India, Eagle river.
MUSIC
STUDENTSKnow finale? Know Mac?
Earn money! Call @ 2725323.

FOR RENT I
ROOMMATES
Looking for house rental
in Eagle River or Anchorage, 2 bedroom , from 1
may . • Responsible nursing grad student, excellent references.
Call
(408) 867-3480 or e-mail
rn .nlk@1 pch. stanford .ed
u.
CONDO FOR SALEWhy pay rent? Assume
the 5% first homebuyer
loan on this 2 bedroom , 2
bathroom nice condo .
Close to University. You
own
for
less
than
rent.Call for more information. 562-0957.
HOUSING AVAILABLE Cooperative
living
arrangement
single
rooms $335 per mth .,
double rooms $235 per
mth . Inquire at 700 H.St.
276-3635.

ROOMATE
WANTEDTHIS IS NOT A JOB! Are Looking for the right peryou tired of the rat race? son to share 4 bdr 2 ba.
Are you confident that home on Lake Otis.
you will "land a good job" Fenced in back yard,
when you graduate? How garage. $400 per month
long will it take for you to plus utilities . 349-3456
crawl up the rungs of the after 5PM.
ladder of success, and
are you absolutly sure M/F ROOMATE, NOyour job will be SECURE SMOKER, RESPONSIwhen you finally ' reach BLE , OFF MULDOON .
"THE SKY IS THE LIM- the top. (i .e. the CEILING $316 + 1/3 UTILITIES .
IT" .
U.S.
MARINE of your income) . Accord- 337-1455 . KELLY OR
CORPS
OFFICER ing to BUSINESS WEEK , CHRIS .
PROGAMS
FOR over 3106 jobs are cut •
WOMEN
AND
MEN . from corporate America Looking for roomate . Two
COLLEGE
UNDER- everyday! I have control bedroom-one full bath .
living
and
AND over my financial future , Shared
GRADUATES
and 1 would like you to kitchen . Rent and utilities
GRADUATES .GUARENTEED FLIGHT SEATS have the same. This is negotiable. Leave mesNOW
AVAILABLE. absolutly not a hoax or sage with Mark at 337MUST BE A U.S. CITI- scam! This is real securi- 1207.
ZEN TO APPLY . FOR ty for real people. Take 2
MORE INFORMATION, minutes now to make one 2 bdr. apt. to share . Non
I smoker. 1 mile from ·
CALL (541) 758-0835 .
telephone call and reUAA on busline . $100 wk
quest some free informaThe Anchorage Motor- tion-no strings attached . I $100 deposit. Call 337coach Division is current- If this sounds to good to 3227.
ly hiring for the 1997 be true , then you should
FOR RENT : Small GirdPositions DEFINATELY check it
season!
wood house, running waavailasble are Driver, out! Oont take my word
ter! $ 500/month +
Guides, Luggage Truck for it and dont let your imutilities.
Deposit
reDrivers/Handlers
and mediate
quired.
Non-smokers
Passenger Service Rep- skepticism(which is a
please . 783-2053.
Applica- natural response to an
resentatives .
tions and job descriptions offer like this) keep you ROOMATE- wanted to
available at Career Ser- from at least listening to share furnished 2 bdr
vices , Business Educa- an opportunity that could apartment with student.

Drop off your ad at The Northern Light, in Campus Center 215.
Include your name and phone number and show your cur:ent student I.D.
Non-students pay 25¢ per word per issue. Classified Ad deadline is
iiiiiiiT-hur-sda-y,5-p
.m. f-or-nex-tis-sue-.Cl-ass-ifie-dad-sa-re-pub-lish-ed-on-asp-aceavailable basis.
The Northern Light does not guarantee publication.

$325 I month . $300 deposit . Available March 3.
Call 338-9083. Leave a
message ,
ROOMS FOR RENT$325 & $375 per month.
Fully furnished , includes
all utilities exept phone.
Located 1O mins. from
UAA . No Pets , parties or
drugs! For more information call 333-3495.
ROOMS FOR RENTClose to coleges , hospitals, minutes from airport,
on
bus
line ,
unfurnished, cable TV ,
phone line(party), utilities, access to kitchen
and dining room, share
big bathroom(plenty of
room,
shower
and
bath). Non-smoking ,
drinking and drugs.$350
month , only $150 security deposit. 561-1231 can
leave message on voice
mail.
ROOM A TE -to share 2
bedroom house Govt. Hill
area (nice part) . $400
dollars plus utilities. Own
bedroom with large closet, laundry, big yard, nice
neighbors, and puppy included . Available March
1st.
Call
258-3725
(Keather with a "K")
FOR RENT-1 BO I WID I
fireplace , yard . Quiet
with view , no pets I
smokers. $450 + utilities .
Single only . 344-0043.
ROOMS
FOR
RENT:clean
3
story
house . Wash/dry . avail.
$350.00 I mo. 563-3229
Responsible
Female/Male
roomate
wanted to share quiet
home off of Abbot Rd .
with two others. Washer/Dryer, off street parking .
No smok'ing· or
parties. $375/mo. + Sec.
Deposit.
Includes utilities. Call Brenda @ 5223950. Leave message.
Two bedroom house to
SUBLET. FR, WO, OW,
GD . LG . Fencend Yd. Pet
OK. Near Lk. Otis & 68th .
$850+util. $850 Dep .
349-9558

333- 7866 or email at
Wsearch@Aonline .com
Female graduate social
work student wants to
share her 3 BR, 1 1/2 BA
trailer with another female . No pets . NS, WO ,
OW. $300 + 1/2 utls .
Boniface & Debarr. Kathy
337-5730.
WO . No cats , dogs or
partiers please. $300/mo
+
1/3
electric.
Cable/phone opt. Access
to heated garage for midwinter car or bike repairs .
Call Melissa 268-8031.
Room to rent: Furnished,
private bath, laundry facilities, garage. Female,
no smoking. $400/mo +
deposit. 344-5365 or
786-1844.
Looking for furnished
rental 30-90 days w/o
pets due to allergies.
Good references . 1605
W. Lansing St., Broken
Arrow, OK 74012 or call
(918) 251-2562. Please
call before 8pm .
Looking for a female
roommate to share a 3
BR apt. located in good
neighborhood w/ two current male roommates :
one local rock group
member and one confirmed couch potato.
$267/mo + 1/3 electric,
phone
optional.
No
smokers ,
druggies ,
wackoids
or
heavy
partiers . A good quiet
place to study w/ access
to nearby park. Call 3384008 anytime.
Bedroom in large , wellkept 4br/3bth home near
college (3 miles) plus bus
stop across street. Use
of kitchen & new washer/
dryer. Lg fenced yard &
heated garage (opt.- extra cost) Master bedroom
/w/ bath $425. Hall bedroom w/ bath across hall
$350/mo . Incl all. Call
333-8553.
Small, furnished, one-br
Eastside, all utils paid.
$425/mo. 338-8936.

WANTED

Roommate Wanted . 3 LOOKING FOR VOCALbedroom
apartment. IST interested in singing
Furnished . Located off modern a capella music
Dimond and Artie.· $300 . in a performance orienta month . $200 Dep. Call ed small ensemble. For
344-61 17
or
E-Mail more information call Joe
ASWBB .
at 345-20.55, or e-mail at
asjwm5@uaa .alaska .edu
Room for rent in large
well kept 4 bedroom,
family home, 3 miles WANTED-Tele
boots,
from college , catch bus Scarpa T1 s or T2s. Mens
across street. $400 for SZ 10 & 1/2-11 and 6-7.
master bedroom w/bath. Call 333-0702 .
call 333-8553
TUTOR NEEDED- for FiMidtown -trees, quiet. 2 nance class . Help needbedroom . NO PETS , ed
with
'homework
nursing student pre- assignments & studying
ferred. $600 month & for exams. Will pay $20
elec/dep. Message 258- per hour. Call 272-9534 .
2882
FUNDRAISER
Plan
Room to Rent: Eagle Riv- now for the next semeser. Share home with cou- ter . Motivated groups
ple. $400/mo. Call Karen needed to earn $500+
at 276- 7201 ext. 249.
promoting AT&T, Discover, gas, and retail cards.
Room in a 2 BR house Since
1969,
we've
near Boniface and De- helped thousands of
Barr. Pets OK. $435/mo groups raise money they
+ $200 sec. deposit. Call

need . Call Gina at
(800)592-2121
x110 .
Free CD to qualified
callers.
One pair of ski boots size
15 large . home phone
344-8300. Will compromise on price
HELP WAN TED : Attendant fo r 42 year old
handicapped male living
with parents . Various
shifts available . Excellent
for college students to
continue
employment
during school year. Call
Dick at 563-1090 days,
563-6645 eves & weekends.
Looking for furnished
rental 30-90 days w/o
pets due to allergies .
Good references . 1605
W. Lansing St. Broken
Arrow, OK 74012 or call
(918) 251-2562 . Please
call before 8pm .
WANTED TO TRADE :
Russian Pins for American Pins. Please call me
at 333-4184 or ask for
Tatiana at the Campus
Center Information Desk.
NEEDED : car window ;
drivers side 1983 Honda
Civic 4 door sedan. 2580274 msg .

SERVICES
TYPING/LASER PRINTING-30yrs experience,
fast and accurate. Low
rates , 7 days a week.
Call Dianne 338-5201 or
261-7675.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL
AID-Student Financial
Services profiles over
200 ,000 + individual
scholarships ,
grants,
loans and fellowshipsfrom private & government funding resources.
A MUST FOR ANYONE
SEEKING FREE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE! 1-800472-9575 ext. F61014.
WORD PROCCESSING
AND EDITING-Need help
with reports and term papers? Small or large projects
welcome .
Call
694-5533.
YOLANDA MEZA , CERTl Fl ED NURSE MID WIFE-is· now accepting
new patients seeking
midwifery care . Deliver in
a safe environment, ho~
pital of your choice . Now
in
association
with
Robert Thompson , MD
and Catherine Thompson, ANP at 4001 Dale
Street, Suite 117. Individualized care . Call for appointment
now.
562-5328 .
Daycare after school for
Ptarmigan ,
Nunaka,
Wonder Park & Williwaw.
$25 w/pickup . $20 w/out
per week . Call Bev at
337-8999.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS,
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!!
NO
REPAYMENTS, EVER!!!

See Classifieds, page 23
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Ceramic artist prys potters away from wheels
By William M. Stenzel
Northern Light Reporter
For cerilfnic artist Kim Dickey, undergraduate frustration eventually resulted in a creative style which
eventually led to her position as an art instructor at
the Rhode Island School of Design. Dickey traveled
to UAA to present a lecture, slide retrospective and a
series of weekend workshops for aspiring potters.
Her problem, an inability to move beyond what she
had previously learned about working on a pottery
wheel, led to an unusual assignment.
"My adviser, told me to make 20 teapots in one
week using none of the techniques that I knew,"
Dickey said. "They had to be ugly."
The result was the dawn of Dickey's stylistic maturity. Radically different than her previous symmetrically shaped pots ·and cups, the new pieces recalled
plant and animal forms.
"I grew up in a large family," Dickey said. "In
order to talk to my mom, I went out into her garden.
She put me right to work pulling weeds. So I spent a
good deal of my childhood on my knees with plants."
The time in the garden provided the inspiration for
many of her pieces. Large soup tureens sprout leaves
while salt and pepper shakers are covered in leaning,
green buds.
Her ultimate motivation for creating pottery is to
create useful objects for everyday life. During
Thursday's presentation, she reminded her audience,
"You can't appreciate the completed work until you
see it in use. You need to see the salt shakers full of
salt and the tea cups full of tea."
One of Dickey's pieces, for example, features six
teacups which fit into a ceramic tray. Each cup has a
different-shaped base which corresponds to a match-

=

ing holder on the tray.
"Everyone knows where their cup goes," Dickey
said. "It's cute, in a way."
Because of her interest in variation and experimentation, each of Dickey's works is individual.
"I'm not a production potter. Andy Warhol chose
a huge audience for his work using techniques which
could be used to create lots of copies of a work. I
have chosen a one-to-one basis of interaction for my
work. When you get it home, you find out what it is
all about, what makes it its own."
This individuality affects the prices of her work.
"It ain't cheap," she said, "but you know (the
pieces) take so much time that they don't even pay
for themselves."
She estimates almost one third of her pieces are
destroyed in the firing process.
To stress the functionality of her sometimes surreal works, she created a movie in order to impress
upon her customers the necessity of using her works
in daily life. The movie featured a concentric
arrangement of a plate, soup bowl, and salad bowl,
topped with a wine glass.
"(It was) the kind of thing that I imagined the
de"fil would eat dinner from," Dickey said.
In the movie, an actor playing the devil consumes
a four-course meal prepared by two New York chefs.·
"It was almost a joke on my customers saying,
'See how much fun you're missing?"' she said.
Her desire to create more organic forms has meant
giving up the pottery wheel for other, more tedious
methods of pinching and shaping individual slabs of
clay. This was the focus of her weekend workshop,
March 29.
From the start, Dickey insisted, "I don't use the
wheel much anymore except when I teach my stu-
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Continued from page 17
$$$CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$. FOR INFO: 1800-243-2435
RENOVATION & REMODELING, free estimates, small jobs OK.
278-6492.
$18,000
SCHOLARSHIPS- ROTC offers
scholarships worth from
$5, 100 to $18,000 . Now
more students than ever
can qualify! Call collect
(907) 474-7501 for details.
LIVE PSYCHICS-1 on 1
1-900-267-9999
Ext.
#1942. $3.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs. ServU(619) 645-8434
GUYS!!!-We want to hear
from you!!! 1-900-4 769393 EXT. #5502 $3.99
per min. Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619) 645-8434.
SPORTS!
Scores!
Spreads!
1-900-6565800 Ext. #1758 $2.99
per min. Must be 18
years Serv-U (619)6458434
MEET NEW PEOPLE the
fun way today 1-900-4435780 Ext.#9038 $2 .99
per min. Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619) 645-8434.
MASSAGE-Artful Touch.
Soothing, relaxing, skillful. Student discounts
available. 337-7707.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.
We can help you obtain
funding. Thousands of
awards available to all
students.
Immediate
qualification. 1-800-6513393

SEEKING
FINANCIAL
AID? Don't limit your
possibilities for financial
aid! Student Financial
Services offers scholarship listings for all majors
and for every state. For
info.:
1-800-263-6495
ext.f61013
(We are a
researching and publishing co.)

Eastside; Childcare from
6:30am to 7:30pm to Sat.
Hot Meals included. Call
337-7334.
NONMEMBERS
WELCOME. Now featuring
Aromatheraf'.'y
facials,
body treatments, makeup, facial and body waxing. 25% OFF WITH
ADVERTISMENT.
RATES
HAVE
DROPPED
AGAIN!
FREE
International
Phone Card! Low Rate
Phone Card . Pay only if
you call. Rates & Applications avail. in the envelope on the bulletin board
at the Learning Resource
Center, next to room 110.
PHYTOSHAPE. Lose up
to 14 lbs. in 14 days for
only $49.95. 1-800-3208832ext.30552. Try Phytoshape for 7 days for
only $29.95. Call 7865065. Distributors needed, too!
Scholarships available.
Free money for college.
ACT NOW! National College Financial Sel'Wces.
Call Kelly 344-2075 to
apply.
Free Financial Aid! Over
$6 billion in public and
private sector grants &
scholarships
is now

available. All students
are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parents' income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-2636495 ext. F61012.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE. Free College Financial Services. Call
(907) 344-2075 to apply.
Scholarships available.
Free college money-act
now. National College Financial Services . Call
(907) 344-2075 to apply.
MATH TUTOR: 200 level
or lower. Call "Olu" at
333-8255.
Housesitter. Good with
animals, plants and minerals. References available. Call Bonnie at
346-2701

AUTOS f PARTS.
82 4x4 FORD BRONCOLarge engine, runs great.
$2,500. 333-6904.
84 .CHEVY CHEVETTENew tires, runs good.
$300/0BO.
77 CAMARO- Body only,
ENKIE
mags
with
P235/60 tires, front end
damage. $500 OBO. Call
337-5015.
83 DODGE 600- Runs excellent, comes with 2 sets
of tires. $775 OBO. If interested, please call Joe
at 561-3292.

FOR SALE
SUFFER FROM SAD?Full spectrum, 10,000 lux,
100 watt light in handy
carrying case. Works

dents. I don't want you to assume anything about the
clay."
Starting with a ~imple series of exercises, participants were encouraged to "see" what the clay was
capable of with open minds.
Local ceramics artist and teacher Sharon Hemry
said, "She taught us how to work more with the language of clay, how it moves. Since I teach ceramics
out of my home studio, learning how to build with
slabs has been really helpful."
UAA student Kelly Summers added, "Basically, I
learned how to make squares rather than always
working with circles. It has been a good experience
since I usually throw pots on a wheel."
Drawing from influences as diverse as 16th century realism and 20th century artistic philosophy,
Dickey is constantly expanding her repertoire of
techniques and ideas. In her presentation, Dickey
intersperced slides of her own work with readings
from object-poet Charles Simic and slides of her
many inspirations.
"It's overwhelming," said UAA ceramics professor Lisa Conway. "I've been inspired by her work for
years."
Not all of Dickey's influences· are academic.
"I've always been drawn by the city low life. My
ideal of paradise is a Kansas City bar. Someday, I
want to live in a trailer park in Montana or
Kentucky," she said.
In addition to working on her pieces, Dickey has
been commissioned to create site-specific tiles for an
oyster bar in New York as well as restaurants elsewhere. Her technical proficiency and utterly individual style has led to shows from New York to Los
Angeles. Her visit to UAA was sponsored by the
ceramics club.
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SUIT,
1/4" 786-4006.
great on winter blues, WET
mens(5'6" 145 lb) $75.
$200. Call 337-3717.
MALE CHINCHILLA-with
Phone Bob at 349-5208.
NORDI TRACK PR0good cage and all acces$350 OBO, never used! FOR SALE-Dishwasher, sories. Asking $90. 338Jamie 349-0893.
Hotpoint
$120.
Mi- 7453.
crowave, Emerson, 6 cu.
COMPLETE. COMPUTER ft. $70. Microtek color
NOTICES
SYSTEM-Macintosh Per- scanner,
$130.
Call
Baptist
Student
forma
575
w/68040 Michael at 338-4855, The
Union meets every TuesCPU@33MHZ.250MB
please leave a message.
day night in the Campus
Hard drive, 2x CD, 20MB
Center Pub at 8 p.m. for
RAM!System 7.5, stereo
LOST AND
Praise and Worship.
sound. Software include:
FOUND .
Every Friday, Bible study
Microsoft office, Quicken,
is held in the Arts BuildA.DAM., and many others . Also comes with LOST- Black REI Fleece ing, Room 122.
stylkewriter printer. $875. jacket taken from engineering
building. The environmental eduCall 248-1633.
Black/White knit rtiittens cation club meets every
WEDDING DRESS- "Mer- also. Please return, no Friday at 6 p.m . in the
maid" style, lace, with questions asked. Fred or CAS lobby by the coffee
cart. All are invited . Curdangle pearls, long lace Elaina 562-4722.
rent issues include imsleev~s and portrait neckline, ivory color; Size 14- FOUND-A watch, several proving UAA's recycling,
rings, and other various over-population aware16; $275. 248-9122.
jewelry items were found ness, UAA clearcuts and
BRAND NEW- Lion series last semester outside the Green Party campaigns.
Washburn bass guitar. SMB building on the Call Fred at 243-6978 or
$2250BO. Leave mes- ground. If you suspect ASFM F 1@alaska.edu.
sage for Josie . at 278- that these items may be
yours, call John at 277- Students, staff or faculty
3672.
interested in forming a
3408 or 269-6977.
BROTHER
WORD
chapter of Catholic NewFOUND-Ladies watch ap- man House please conPROCCESSOR-12"
screen. Word proccess- prox, 2-15-97 in parking tact Mike at asmrw4@
ing, data-basing and lot across from book- uaa.alaska.edu or 274center 3274.
spreadsheet capabilities. store/campus
Doubles as a typewriter- area. (UAA Campus)
and
it's Students, staff, faculty inworkls great for filling out Identify
job applications! $300 yours(Looks expensive) terested in forming a
new. Will sell for $150. Contact Jacob at (907) men's awareness group
against rape, contact
746-1298.
Call 274-4180.
Mike
at
asmrw4@
TANNING
BED-$350.
uaa.alaska.edu or 274TRAVEL
Call Dean at 338-9083.
3274.
GREAT AIR FARES- to
ALL NEW CONDITION, the East Coast, Central & Students, staff or faculty
NEVER USED-BOOTS, South America, & Car- interested in organizing
climbing/ski,
ASOLO ribean. Call Jeff at Cross- an Irish/Gaelic studies
men's expedition, sz 8 roads Travel. 563-7533.
group with association of
$75. SNOWSHOES, REI
the Anchorage Claddagh
9x30 Tubbs Sierra $110.
Society please contact
PETS
EXPEDITION SLEEPING
Mike
at
asmrw4@
BAG, 33x90 4 lbs 8 oz GERMAN SHEPPARD- uaa.alaska.edu or 274Quallofil, everest elite, puppies, $100. No pa- 3274.
good arctic bag, $110. pers. 5 males, 2 females.
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Hanging out with a bunch of pinheads
Journalists are pinheads and nobody trusts them.
I know that because I attended the Journalism Week
'.97 annual banquet and awards presentation on
Saturday night at the Anchorage Museum of History
and Art. The event was held by the Alaska Press Club.
What did I learn at this prestigious, albeit self-serving, Oscar-like banquet?
Plenty.
The banquet started with the prerequisite meet and
greet cocktail session. This was mostly of interest due
to the way nearly all the other journalists in the room
avoided eye contact with us UAA representatives. The
waiters and museum officials on hand, however,
seemed to pay attention to us. I believe they were
afraid we were going to steal some priceless art, or at
very least some silverware.
Anyway, after a buffet-style dinner (which was
attacked by the media-types with as much voracity as
the Donner Party attacked their first meal after they got
off that mountain) we all sat down to listen to the
keynote speaker of the evening, Deborah Potter of the
Poynter Institute.
Potter gave a scintillating, happy, feel-good sort of
presentation. We all learned important facts about journalists:
1) 11 percent of people trust the media. Worse yet,
all of those 11 percent, except for a couple yak farmers
in eastern Bulgaria, were at the museum.
2) 89 percent of people distrust the media (sorry,
just trying to pad the list.)
3) Journalists are pinheads.
4) More students want to be yak farmers in eastern
Bulgaria than journalists.
Now let me tell you, I felt kind of slimy to be a
journalist wannabe after her speech. I actually felt like
I needed a shower.
The points she made did hold validity, though. The
media has been getting hammered for several years
now. The media has been accused of everything from
blatantly fabricating stories to padding informational

lists.
Still, in my opinion, it is important for journalists to
get back on track. Just tell people things they need to
hear, folks. A sensationalistic murder trial doesn't have
too much bearing on the lives of the masses. Let The
National Enquirer do its job. We should just stick to
the facts. (And if you can stick something about yak
farmers and the Donnor party into those facts, more
power to you.)
OK, back to the banquet and awards presentation.
Pretty much anyone who is anyone in the Alaska media
was there and damn near every one of them· needs to
lose 20 pounds. The Northern Light staff all sat togeth-

er, joined by Larry Campbell, UAA's journalism
department chairperson. Throughout the evening,
Campbell did his best to fill the enormous void Ed
McMahon left when he retired from The Tonight
Show. Any joke, and in fact, most serious statements
made by any speaker, were met with uproarious laughter by Campbell.
Probably the most ironic part of the evening came
when the table Potter and Channel Two's Mark
Gillespie were sitting at caught on fire. The fire was
quickly contained, but not before Gillespie fled the
scene, screaming like a 16-year-old girl. (OK, he didn't
really do that.) Hundreds of reporters rushed to the

table looking for quotes. Unfortunately, the table gave
no comment.
The reason the fire was so ironic was that nearly
every award handed out by the Alaska Press Club was
for a story about fire. Without fires there obviously
would be no need for media in Alaska, let alone awards
for them.
We at The Northern Light went into the awards ceremony fearful of being shut out. There were no majoi:
fires at UAA in the past 12 months and last year we
watched patiently as everyone else won awards and we
took home nothing but indigestion. I personally had
come up with an emergency contingency plan in case
we didn't win anything this year-get really drunk and
cause a scene. They 'd remember us one way or another.
Luckily, it didn't come to that (Oh, I still got drunk
and caused a scene, but it was more of a personal statement.) The Northern Light won two awards. Our current editor, Mary Crego, won a third-place award for
best reporting on a health or science topic. Former
Features Editor Bonnie Doucette won a first-place
award for best use of photo and story. We were all very
proud of both of them, especially Doucette, who has
graduated and now lives just east of Gee-Heck Garsh
Almighty, Kentucky.
As for me, well I was nominated for an award. I
believe the category was "Most Comprehensive Use of
the Word Pinhead in a Column" or something.
Somehow, I was one of the few people who left the
awards banquet neither a winner nor a loser. It seems
three award categories were somehow lost in the mail
when they were sent to the judges. I didn't even get the
satisfaction of being a poor loser.
But I'm not bitter. I took away a great deal of
knowledge from the banquet. I also managed to pilfer
three sets of silverware while those pinheads weren't
looking.
William K. Wolfrum is drunk as we speak.

KRUA goes
country
At midnight on April 1, KRUA
announced a change in format to
an all-country station. Loyal fans
and volunteers were relieved to
discover later in the day that this
was part of an elaborate April
Fool's joke.
The joke included a day of
twangy country sounds airing over
KRUA and a country dance in the
Campus Center. Judging from the
attendance at the dance, not many
students fell for KRUA's joke.
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University Students Are Going To Church At ...

University B·aptist Church.
Located on Tudor Road

@

Wright Street

"/t'E; clof3e enouqh to walk from f3Chool"

UM Student irm Miller, pastor

Bible Study for Students
Sundays . . . .
9:45 am
Morning Church
11:00 am
Night Church
7:00 pm

562-2685
Voice Phone
562-7479
Fax . . . . .
Email . .
jxut50a@prodigy.com
Newsline 277-1500 (ext. 5405)

KRUA DJ Arie Thompson
watches the em·pty dance floor
and changes CDs during the
country dance in the Campus
Center April 1.
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Volleyball
Continued from page 28

lead.
Down 13-9, the Seawolves called
timeout.
After the timeout, UAA came out and
cut the lead to two. But like the first
game, UAA turned over the serve and
allowed UAF to close out the second
game 15-11.
The third game was a volleyball disaster for UAA.
The Seawolves were only able to
score once against the Nanooks 15
points.
Despite the poor play, the UAA team
seemed to be satisfied with their effort,
shaking off several errors and passed
balls with shrugs and smiles.
Though the score did not show it,
VAA was the more physical of the two
teams. Latika Chandler led the
Seawolves offense with 13 kills as teammates Sabrina Bingham and Karen
Moore followed close behind with nine
kills each.
But errors made the difference in the

The Northern Light
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score. UAF's defense, led by Tiffani
Pulver's 18 digs, committed only 10
qrors compared to the Seawolves 23.
Major said UAA was hurt by the
absence of Sonnet Farrell. She said with
Farrell out of town, some of her other
players were forced to play in unaccustomed positions.
Maren Legas and Tegan Bosard, who
normally play on the inside, both spent
time at the outside hitter position.
Bingham said the team was not as
concerned with winning because an
exhibition game does not cpunt against
their record. She said she would have
liked to have won, just because of the
rivalry.
"We always want to beat Fairbanks,"
she said. "Especially at home."
UAF head coach Tim Brown said the
Nanooks didn't have enough people to
try new game plans and were forced to
stick with one strategy.
"I'm delighted," he said. "It helps
confidence and is always more fun to
win.
The rematch in the two game series is
scheduled for April 12 at the UAF Patty
Center.

APU gets ready for summer
Northern Light staff

JOHN 0RRITHE NORTHERN LIGHT

Tegan Bosard of UAA in action against UAF. Bosard finished the match with
four kills and 12 digs, but UAA still lost in three games.

If you 're interested in outdoor activities, Alaska Pacific University is offering classes for the public.
Sunday, April 13, APU will be holding a basic rock climbing class. It will
be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Atwood Center basement. During the
all-day class, students will start by
practicing at APU's climbing wall and,
weather permitting, move oil to real
rocks. Students in the class wili be
taught the uses of climbing eguipment,
movement on rocks and more.
The fee for the class is $45. The
public can also buy individual passes
for the APU climbing facility. The
facility consists of six separate walls.
The walls are in use from 5-9 p.m.
Sunday through Friday. Day passes are
available for $3.50 and a 10-session
punch card is $30. New climbers are
advised to come with an experienced
climber.

For people who like the water more
than the rocks, APU is also offering
kayaking lessons and a kayaking excursion.
Intermediate sea kayaking classes
are being held in the Moseley Sports
Center pool on the APU campus. The
three-and-a-half hour classes are being
held April 12 and May 10 from 9:30
a.m. to 1 p.m.
In the classes, rescues and advanced
strokes will be covered. The fee is $35
and anyone is welcome.
APU is also sponsoring a kayaking
trip down Resurrection Bay for the
weekend of April 18-20. On Friday
night, you'll camp in Seward and in the
morning head down the coastline.
Participants must have basic paddling
skills. Kayakers will leave the Moseley
Sports Center at 6 p.m. on Friday and
return at 6 p.m. on Sunday. The fee for
the weekend is $90.
For more information on APU's outdoor classes and events call 564-8314.

SPOT THE TEACHER
IN THIS PICTURE.
It's just as difficult to spot Anny National
Guard members in their civilian jobs as it is here in
the field. TI!at's because Guard men and women
are citizen-soldiers, woven into the fabric of the
communities they serve.
Most Guard members serve just one weekend
a month and two weeks a year while pursuing fulltime careers. They serve for many reasons: money
for college, tuition assistance, skills training, an
extra paycheck and other military benefits. For
some, it's a way to give back to their country and
community.
And even though they're sometimes hard to
see, they'll be there for you when you need them.
If you or someone you know would like to learn more,

~~y.

---~-~

264-5300,~=

ROTC ~'!7) 474-7501
1-800-GO-GUARD

iii~ Jl U

~
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Aces look to continue
season
•
By ~illiam K. Wolfrum
Northern Light Sports Editor

The season may or may not be over
for the Anchorage Aces.
The Aces, led by fonner UAA
standout Dean Larson, lost to the
Fresno Falcons 4-2 Saturday night.
The win gave the Falcons a clinching
third win in the best of five series.
Still, the Aces may yet have life in
the West Coast Hockey League playoffs. Anchorage played the game
under protest after a WCHL commissioner Michael Meyers' decision to
allow Fresno forward Greg Spenrath to
play in the game.
Jn Thursday night's game, Spenrath
received double-game misconduct in
the third period when he was called for
joining in a tight that did not originally
involve him. He was thrown out of the
game. However, because he was
charged with a double-game misconduct, he should of been forced to sit
out Saturday's game as well. League
rules state a player who receives two
· game ~nducts in the playoffs is
automatically suspended for the next
playoff game.
Saturday's game was delayed for
20 minutes as the Aces stayed in the

a

a
•

locker room to protest Meyers' decision. After the game, Anchorage coach
Walt Poddubny and owner Mike
Cusack met with Meyers and Fresno
owner Bud Long to discuss the protest.
The decision on the protest was to
be made on Sunday by the WCHL's
. board of governors. If the board
upholds the Aces' protest, Saturday's
game wilf be forfeited by Fresno and
the game wiJl officially be recorded as
a 1-0 victory for Anchorage.
A positive decision for the Aces
will mean the series is tied at two
games apiece, forcing a deciding fifth
game. If the victory stands, Fresno will
advance to the championship round,
the Taylor Cup Finals, against the
WCHL defending champion San
, Diego Gulls.
Whether it was anticlimactic or not,
Saturday's game saw the Aces (42-215) fall behind 3-0 to the Falcons (4121-6) late in the ~bird period.
Anchorage cut the margin to 3-2 on
goals by Larson and wing Sean Rowe.
Anchorage's hopes were dashed, however when the Falcons' Corey Lyons
scored an empty-net goal with only 29
seoorids feft to make the Score 4-2 and
perhaps seal the win and the series for
Fresno.

Valleries
Continued from page 28

playing in the British Columbia Junior
Hockey League and is scheduled to join
Swanson in Colorado next season.
Now that his college playing days have
ended, Vaileries is looking toward possibly
playing professional hockey in the future.
By being invited to the WUHC game,
Valleries received another chance to showcase his talents to the many professional
scouts who saw the game.
Even though the Seawolves season has
been over for several weeks, Valleries still
skated to stay in shape for the game.
, However, Valleries said nothing could have
prepared him for the crash course of practices which waited for him in Detroit.
"We had five practices in two days,"
Valleries said. ''1ltey (coaches) crammed a
lot of stuff down our throats in a short period of time."
In addition to the changes in competition, Valleries had to adjust to playing with
athletes he had banged against the past several years. Valleries said the camaraderie
was great and it was easy to adjust to new
friends.
"l'ts great playing with these guys now,"
he said. "I hated these guys for years."
In Friday's game, Valleries received the
starting nod against the Canadian team.

Though he didn't figure into the scoring
Iirie, Valleries said he played a strong'game.
With time on the power play and taking a
regular shift, Valleries was pleased with his
perfonnance.
"I played really well and felt confident
out on the ice," he said. "The coaches must
have felt the same because they gave me a
lot of ice time."
Valleries' best chance to score came late
in the second period in close to the goal. A
shot was taken from the left face-off dot
which was stopped by the Canadian goalie
Matt Mullin. The puck bounced loose while
Valleries attempted to bat the puck in, but .
the puck hopped over his stick. He was then
checked by the Canadian defense.
· The United States team built a 4-3 lead
early in the third period, but surrendered a
goal with nine seconds left to tie the game.
In overtime, Canada scored, giving them
revenge over the United States for last
year's loss in the World Cup.
Valleries said he was happy to have participated and thanked USA Hockey, the
sponsoring body, for the great experience.
"USA Hockey took very good care of
us," Valleries said. "They put us in a great
hotel and paid for airfare. This was a lot of
fun."
With many scouts on-hand for the inaugural World University Hockey
Championship game, Valleries now waits
to see who he will have tryouts with this
summer.

Pregnant'!
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Need help?
Free pregnancy test
Results in 5 minutes
Confidential, caring support
Birthright
3741E.20th
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276-3645

Apple Collegiate Partnership Program (discount Hi-Ed sales) at the UATC (907)474-6463
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GWENNIE'S
Old Alaska Restaurant
Breakfast, lunch or Dinner Anytime
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Smoked Salmon and Alaskan King Crab.
Dine amongst Alaskan artifacts and
photographs of earlier days. .

4333 Spenard Rd., Anchorage,

243-2090
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Brawling is part of game
Spring brings out the best in play-off
hockey.
ESPN-2 recently showed the National
Hockey League matchup between the
Colorado Avalanche and the Detroit
Redwings. It was a game which featured
every aspect of why hockey is great.
If you missed it and are wondering
why this game was so amazing, let me
elaborate. The Redwings and the
Avalanche displayed fighting, goals,
fighting, big hits, fighting goalies and

Commentary
Chris Curtis

McCarty hammered him with punches.
Lemiuex, who displayed the same act
several years ago against Boston's Cam
Neely, was bent over on the ice like a
turtle protecting his ugly mug.
Patrick Roy, the Colorado netminder,
then proceeded to rush to center ice to
help Lemieux. At the last second, the •
Redwings Brendan Shannahan clotheslined Roy to prevent him from stopping
McCarty's justice-is-served battle. After
Detroit's goalie Mike Vernon entered the
rumble, every player was paired up with
another throwing punches. At center ice
both goalies were going toe-to-toe.
McCarty dragged Lemieux to the
sideboards and slammed him up against
them while continuing to throw punch
after punch-bringing back memories of
last year's vicious hit.
After about 15 minutes, both linesman
and the referee were able to defuse the
fights and continue on with the game.
This is what makes hockey a great
sport.
Pro hockey is a game of emotion and
physical contact. Big boys playing a big
boys game. Liberties taken on a player
usually incite retaliation. Each player has
a role; goal scorers score goals, muckers
battle for the puck.
This season two players on d1fferent
teams will lead their clubs in points and
penalty minutes. Keith Tkachuk (pronounced 'Ka chuck) of the Phoenix
Coyotes and Chris Gratton of the Tampa
Bay Lightning will accomplish this feat.
Each player represents the total package
of grit and scQring prowess.
Any team would like to have a player
with these qualities. Chicago tried two
seasons ago to acquire Tkachuk. The
Blackhawks tried signing him to a contract paying him $6 1j11illion in one season. Tkachuk's team matched the offer.
Of course, if these players displayed '
their fighting skills in the college ranks
they'd find themselves watching the
game from the press box. U.S. colleges
are more interested in developing minds
than hockey players.
The NHL didn't suspend or fine any
player from that game and rightfully so.
Anyone who witnessed that game saw
how hockey should be played-tough
and with reckless abandon.
Oh, and you want to know who won
the game. Tied 5-5, McCarty scored 34
seconds into overtime to give the
· Redwings the win. I'd say justice was
served.
After the game, McCarty was asked
about his thoughts about being paired up
with Lemieux in the first period.
"I guess it was God's will that I was
standing next to Lemieux," McCarty said.

overtime. What more could you want?
Fighting has long served a strong purpose in hockey. Fighting can rally the
troops to get back into the game. A big
fight gets the crowd cheering for the
home team. And star players are protected by those willing to drop the gloves to
stand up for their teammates.
However, a game built on emotion
will always have those who cross the
line.
The build-up fo r this game began during last spring's playoff game between
the two teams. Colorado's Claude
Lemieux checked Detroit's Kris Draper
from behind into the boards. Draper, who
was facing the boards, connected with
his face first, body second. The damage
done by the hit required Draper to have
six hours of surgery to reconstruct his
face.
Lemieux, who was given a fiveminute major penalty and later suspended for two playoff games for the incident, never apologized for the illegal hit.
To make matters worse, the Avalanche
went on to beat Detroit in six games,
eventually winning.the Stanley Cup.
Draper recovered and the Redwings
proclaimed publicly that Lemieux would
"get his." The two teams faced one
another three times earlier this season,
but Lemieux never faced Draper.
Lemieux was out with an abdominal
strain.
Last year's incident came full circle
- during the recent game when both teams
almost simultaneously forgot about hock-·
ey and concentrated on aggression. The
first period transgressed into a drop-thegloves-and-let' s-settle-this-now event.
No matter what a player's role was coming into the game, everyone scrapped in
this one.
Early in the game, Colorado's Peter
Forsberg and Detroit' s Igor Larionov
collided causing both players to start
throwing punches. The next second,
Lemieux and Detroit's Darren McCarty
were squared-off at center ice. Lemiuex
Chris Curtis is a journalism major.
did his famous turtle-impression while

TOM StKORAITHE NORTHERN l.JGHT

Referee Tom McHugh putting on his skates before a hockey game
between KPHA Kenai and Anchorage Hockey Association.
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Seawolves
routed in
exhibition
By Joe West,
Northern Light Reporter
In an exhibition game Saturday night,
the UAA women's volleyball team faced
its intrastate rival, the University of
Alaska Fairbanks. The Seawolves Jost
three straight games 15-10, 15-11 and
15-1.
Saturday was the first of a two-match
spring exhibition series. Under NCAA
rules, schools are allowed to play up to
four games during the nontraditional part
of the season. These games will not be
counted toward the maximum number of
matches either school may have during
the traditional fall segment.
For volleyball, the spring is an opportunity for conditioning and practice. The
exhibition games are an opportunity for
teams to play competitively before the
fall segment begins in September.
UAA head coach Kerry Major said
the goal of the night was to try some
new lineups and have some fun.
"(The loss) doesn't mean anything,"
she said.
The first game was competitive until
UAF went on a 7-2 run. Facing game
point at 14-7, UAA came back with two
quick scores. With the score 14-9 and
UAA threatening, the Nanooks chose to
call timeout.
Coming out of the timeout, the
Seawolves scored again and the lead was
cut to four. But UAA gave up the serve
on the next volley and.the Nanooks
closed out the first game 15-10.
The second game was similar to the
first. The teams exchanged leads and ties
several times. With the score locked at
9-9, the Nanooks again took a four-point

See Volleyball, page 25
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UAA's Latika Chandler spikes the ball past two UAF defenders in the Seawolves' Saturday night exhibition match .
against the Nanooks. UAA lost in three games.

Tkacheva mounts a sOlid effort in Reg _
ionals
By William K. Wolfrum
Northern Light Sports Editor
UAA senior gymnast Elena Tkacheva
took her All-American status to the NCAA
Division I West Regionals on Saturday and
showed she could compete with the best in
the nation.
The competition, held in Boise, Idaho,
featured gymnasts from 10 Division I
schools. Tkacheva, who has competed in
the regionals each of her four years at
UAA, represented herself well against the

tough competition.
With an all-around score of 38.525,
Tkacheva finished 11 out of 23 allarounders. Her scores were 9.8 on the floor
routine, 9.7 on the parallel bars, 9.65 on the
balance beam and 9.375 on the vault.
UAA gymnastics coach Paul Stoklos
said Tkacheva once again showed her ability to perform with the best.
"Elena had a really good trip for herself," he said. "She was getting some really
good scores against some top-level
Division I gymnasts."

With her trip to Division I territory
completed, Tkacheva and fellow UAA
gymnasts Megan Hill-Whetten, Leisha
Morgan, Jessi Simmons and Cyndi
Havelak now prepare for the USA
Gymnastics Collegiate Championship in
Seattle, Wash. Qualifying for the event will
take place Thursday and finals are schedualed for Saturday. The top eight finishers
in each event will reach All-American status.
Tkacheva heads to Seattle as the most
decorated gymnast in UAA history already.

She has earned six All-American certificates and will look to add to them.
Simmons is the only other current UAA
gymnast with All-American certificates,
having earned three last year.
Stoklos said he thought Tkacheva's performance in Idaho will get her pumped up
for her final appearances as a Seawolf.
"Because of how good of a gymnast she
is and how aesthetically pleasing her performances are, she got a lot of respect from
her fellow gymnasts," he said. "It puts her
jn really good shape for next week."

Veteran UAA hockey player skates well with all-star team
By Chris Curtis
Northern Light Reporter
Seawolf senior David Valleries participated in the
inaugural World University Hockey Championship April
4 in Detroit, Mich. The one-game face-off was a competition between United States seniors and Canadian colle-

gians.
Valleries, who led the Seawolves the last two seasons
in scoring, was one of five players from the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association and the only Alaskan on
the team. Originally from Eagle River, Valleries skated
with UAA for the past four years.
Valleries is hoping to continue a tradition of success

Alaskans have developed. Eagle River native Brian
Swanson, who grew up with Valleries, now plays for
Colorado College and was named "Rookie of the Year"
last season in the WCHA and tied for the league lead in
scoring this year. Also, former East High School star
Scott Gomez was named "Rookie of the Year" while

See Valleries, page 26

